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ALMOST COMMUTATIVE RIEMANNIAN GEOMETRY: WAVE
OPERATORS
SHAHN MAJID
Abstract. Associated to any (pseudo)-Riemannian manifold M of dimen-
sion n is an n + 1-dimensional noncommutative differential structure (Ω1, d)
on the manifold, with the extra dimension encoding the classical Laplacian
as a noncommutative ‘vector field’. We use the classical connection, Ricci
tensor and Hodge Laplacian to construct (Ω2, d) and a natural noncommu-
tative torsion free connection (∇, σ) on Ω1. We show that its generalised
braiding σ : Ω1 ⊗ Ω1 → Ω1 ⊗ Ω1 obeys the quantum Yang-Baxter or braid
relations only when the original M is flat, i.e their failure is governed by the
Riemann curvature, and that σ2 = id only when M is Einstein. We show
that if M has a conformal Killing vector field τ then the cross product algebra
C(M) oτ R viewed as a noncommutative analogue of M × R has a natural
n + 2-dimensional calculus extending Ω1 and a natural spacetime Laplacian
now directly defined by the extra dimension. The case M = R3 recovers the
Majid-Ruegg bicrossproduct flat spacetime model and the wave-operator used
in its variable speed of light preduction, but now as an example of a general
construction. As an application we construct the wave operator on a non-
commutative Schwarzschild black hole and take a first look at its features. It
appears that the infinite classical redshift/time dilation factor at the event
horizon is made finite.
1. Introduction
This paper is divided into two parts. Chapters 2,3 are mathematical and introduce
a class of noncommutative or ‘quantum’ spacetimes that are versions of M × R,
where ‘space’ is an undeformed classical Riemannian manifold (M, g¯) equipped with
a conformal Killing vector field τ . The ‘coordinate algebra’ here is a cross product
C(M)oτ R of the functions C(M) on M by the action of the vector field, i.e. only
noncommutative in respect of the time variable t that governs the R direction. We
also have as input data an arbitrary invertible function β ∈ C(M) corresponding
to a classical metric on M × R of the static form
g¯M×R = β−1d¯t⊗ d¯t+ g¯.
Our main result, Corollary 3.4, is the construction of a natural noncommutative
spacetime wave operator on C(M)oτR as a deformation of the classical spacetime
Laplace-Beltrami operator for g¯M×R. This requires (Theorem 3.1) the construction
of a locally inner quantum differential calculus on C(M) oτ R built in terms of
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2 SHAHN MAJID
the classical differential geometry on M and finite difference geometry on R. Our
efforts go up to and including construction of the wave operator, without more
non-essential further development of the noncommutative geometry.
Our approach to the construction of the wave operator is a novel one which we
believe to be deeper than mere analogy with the classical case. In fact, our point
of view is that the conventional picture of physics emerges as a classical limit of a
purely quantum/algebraic phenomena and not the other way around. Specifically,
the origin of our approach is the discovery of a quantum anomaly for differential
structures [2, 3, 15] in the quantum groups approach to noncommutative geometry;
it was found that a range of sufficiently noncommutative geometries do not admit a
covariant quantum differential calculus of classical dimensions but rather require at
least one ‘extra’ cotangent direction θ. The partial derivatives associated with such
a θ turned out to be noncommutative versions of the relevant Laplace-Beltrami op-
erator. The phenomenon is not limited to quantum groups because most sufficiently
noncommutative calculi can be expected to be inner in the sense of the existence
of a 1-form θ such that [θ, f ] = λdf for any f in the noncommutative ‘coordinate
algebra’ (or more generally in the exterior algebra and with a graded commutator).
Here λ is the noncommutativity parameter and both sides of this equation are zero
as λ→ 0. Our approach is basically to turn this around and to define the Laplace
operator on a noncommutative space as the partial derivative associated to such a
θ. It is not known if such a ‘spontaneous evolution’ is related to the modular au-
tomorphism group which provides a canonical evolution of a von Neumann algebra
more applicable in Connes’ approach to noncommutative geometry [6].
The present models are a little different due to being not very noncommutative.
The main difference is a separation of the roles of the generator of the calculus,
θ, and the conjugate 1-form to the Laplacian, which we call θ′. Our strategy is
then as follows: starting with any classical Riemannian manifold (M, g¯) as ‘space’
we use an operator ∆¯ (which can be taken to be the Laplace-Beltrami on (M, g¯))
to define a natural extra-dimensional noncommutative differentuial calculus such
that df = d¯f + λ2 (∆¯f)θ
′. We then extend the calculus to one on C(M) oτ R
(Theorem 3.1) by dt and we then apply our principle backwards by defining the
spacetime noncommutative Laplace-Beltrami  by
dψ = d¯ψ + (∂0ψ)dt+
λ
2
(ψ)θ′
for all ψ ∈ C(M)oτ R (Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4). The spacetime calculus
is still inner locally (Proposition 3.6) and the difference between its generator θ and
dt is proportional to θ′. We do not think of θ′ as directly related any more to time
but there are indications[10] that it may be related to the renormalisation group
flow in quantum gravity.
The preliminary Section 2 undertakes the development of the spatial noncommu-
tative calculus on (M, g¯) mentioned above, i.e. before the introduction of the time
variable. It should be of interest in its own right as a natural way of encoding the
structures of classical Riemannian geometry into a natural ‘almost commutative’
geometry. As the coordinate algebra remains C(M) the noncommutativity enters
only at the level of noncommutation of 1-forms with functions. The differential
calculus we use on C(M) seems first to have been noted in [7], as well as subse-
quently connected to Ito stochastic differentials. We provide (Proposition 2.4) a
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natural bimodule connection ∇ on the noncommutative Ω1(M). The main idea
of a bimodule connection is that ∇ is a left-connection (in the usual sense of the
derivation rule) on the 1-forms Ω1 but also σ(ω,df) := ∇(ωf)− (∇ω)f should be
well-defined for any f in the ‘coordinate algebra’ and any 1-form ω. The notion
first appeared in works [18, 8, 9]; see [4] for some recent work and further references.
Our main result for geometers is (Proposition 2.7) that the ‘generalised braiding’
σ for our canonical bimodule connection encodes the classical Riemann curvature
of M as failure of the ‘quantum Yang Baxter’ or braid relations, and encodes the
Ricci tensor as failure of the generalised braiding to be involutive. This provides
a novel point of view on classical Riemannian geometry suggesting an associated
braided 2-category. It also allows us to define a natural Ω2 in this context which
we need in Section 3. Its extension to all degrees should provide a noncommutative
geometry point of view on classical Hodge theory.
The second part of the paper comprising Sections 4,5 is physical model building
using our framework, up to and including the Schwarzschild black hole. The prelim-
inary Section 4.1 reformulates the classical theory normally done with polar/angular
coordinates but now using algebraic projective module methods that do not refer to
trigonometry. We then are then able in Section 4.2 to apply the machinery of Sec-
tion 3 to quantise any spherically symmetric static metric including, in particular,
a ‘black hole differential algebra’ associated to a natural conformal Killing vector
on the classical black hole 3-geometry.
Our full black hole differential algebra is, however, rather complicated and further
computations are done in Section 5 in a simplified model. Here the initial geometry
is M = R3 (or rather with the origin deleted) and its quantisation for the confor-
mal killing vector τ = r ∂∂r recovers the standard ‘bicrossproduct model’ quantum
spacetime[12] previously coming out of quantum group theory but now arising more
geometrically. Our approach to its differential calculus also has new functional pa-
rameter β which we view as encoding a gravitational potential. Section 5.2 then
uses a ‘minimal coupling’ process to amplify from the flat 3-space geometry to the
one for the Schwarzschild or any other static metric of the form β−1d¯t ⊗ d¯t + g¯.
Looking in detail at the Schwarzschild case we study the resulting noncommutative
wave operator and argue that the infinite redshift or time dilation factor which
classically applies to photons emitted just outside the black hole event horizon is
rendered finite in our noncommutative model (see the discussion below Proposi-
tion 5.3), i.e the classical coordinate singularity at the even horizon is smoothed
out in the noncommutative geometry. This is then confirmed by numerical solu-
tions (Figure 1) which indeed indicate a finite redshift at the horizon. We also
find an ‘interregnum’ region between the exterior of the horizon and the boundary
of the black hole interior (the two sides of the classical horizon now become sepa-
rated), and we take a numerical look at ‘standing waves’ in the black hole interior.
Although the present paper is mainly mathematical, these initial results provide a
first impression of some of the physical implications of the model.
Both of our black hole versions have little in common with a previous attempt
to define quantum black holes[20] by Drinfeld-type twist, in which each of the
spheres of fixed radius is noncommutative. This is orthogonal to our constructions
(in our case M is undeformed) and also contains[5] a hidden nonassociativity in
the differential geometry even if the coordinate algebra happens to be associative.
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Moreover, the bicrossproduct model in 2+1 dimensions arises naturally in a certain
limit of 2 + 1 quantum gravity and the latter may similarly yield noncommutative
versions C(M) oτ R where M is a Riemann surface, thus going beyond the local
‘model spacetime’ picture overviewed in [17]. Our new framework may also provide
a setting to explore certain ideas for Einstein’s equations beyond the quantum group
toy models proposed in [11].
In Sections 2,3 we work over C(M) taken as, say, the smooth functions on a smooth
manifold M . For the time variable t we work mainly with polynomials and commu-
tation relations (i.e. as operators on the classical function and 1-form spaces) but
we suppose that our constructions extend to other classes of functions of t including
eıωt when we come to physical applications in later sections.
2. Almost commutative cotangent bundles
Let M be a Riemannian manifold with coordinate algebra C(M) and classical
exterior algebra Ω¯, d¯ (we use bar to denote the classical as we shall shortly introduce
a new one). We let ( , ) be the inverse of the classical metric g¯ and ∆¯ a classical
operator such that the polarization formula
(2.1) ∆¯(fg) = (∆¯f)g + f(∆¯g) + 2(d¯f, d¯g)
holds for all f, g ∈ C(M) (and later a similar operator on 1-forms). One can take ∆¯
throughout to be the classical Laplace-Beltrami operator but we will need a little
more generality for our application in Section 3. The following construction appears
first to have been noted in [7] (in the Laplace-Beltrami case) and is also related to
stochastic calculus on a Riemannian manifold. In order to be self-contained and
to have it in the generality we need, we include a direct proof. We recall that in
noncommutative geometry a differential structure can be defined algebraically as a
bimodule Ω1 of ‘1-forms’ over the coordinate algebra and a map d from the latter to
Ω1 obeying the Leibniz rule, see [6]. This is more general than the classical notion
of differential structure even when the algebra is commutative.
Lemma 2.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold with notations as above. Then
Ω1 = Ω¯1 ⊕ C(M)θ′ with θ′ central and
f • ω = fω, ω • f = ωf + λ(ω, d¯f)θ′, df = d¯f + λ
2
(∆¯f)θ′
for all ω ∈ Ω¯1, f ∈ C(M) makes (Ω1, •,d) a noncommutative first order differential
calculus over C(M). The bimodule structure enjoys commutation relations
[ω, f ] = λ(ω, d¯f)θ′, [θ′, f ] = 0
where the new product is understood.
Proof. We check that the algebra C(M) acts from each side. Thus
(ω • f) • g = (ωf) • g + λ(ω, d¯f)θ′g = ωfg + λ(ωf, d¯g)θ′ + λ(ω, d¯f)gθ′
ω • (fg) = ωfg + λ(ω, d¯(fg))θ′ = ωfg + λ(ω, (d¯f)g + f d¯g)θ′
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using the Leibniz rule for d¯. The two expressions are equal by tensoriality of ( , )
allowing us to move f and g out. We have to verify that we have a bimodule
(f • ω) • g = (fω) • g = fωg + λ(fω, d¯g)θ′
f • (ω • g) = f • (ωg + λ(ω, d¯g)θ′) = fωg + λf(ω, d¯g)θ′
which are again equal by tensoriality. Finally, we verify that d is a derivation:
d(fg) = d¯(fg) +
λ
2
∆¯(fg)θ′ = (d¯f)g + f d¯g +
λ
2
((∆¯f)g + f∆¯g)θ′ + λ(d¯f, d¯g)θ′
= (d¯f)g + f d¯g +
λ
2
((∆¯f)θ′g + f∆¯gθ′) + λ(d¯f, d¯g)θ′ = df • g + f • dg
from the definitions. Note that the product on the free bimodule spanned by
central element θ′ is that of C(M) and us not deformed in the construction. We
used a polarisation property of ∆¯ (which can easily be proven in local coordinates
in the case of the Laplace-Beltrami operator from symmetry of the metric tensor
used in defining the 2nd order differential operator). Note that one normally also
requires f ⊗ g → fdg to be surjective and this may require further conditions on
the Riemannian manifold. 
One can also set up the bimodule symmetrically with a λ/2 modification from either
side. Next we recall that a linear connection can be defined in noncommutative
geometry abstractly as a map ∇ : Ω1 → Ω1⊗ˆΩ1 such that ∇(fω) = df⊗ˆω + f∇ω
for all f in our coordinate algebra and all 1-forms ω. Here we use hats to stress
that the tensor product is with respect to the bimodule structure, but we will omit
the hats when the context is clear. As Ω1 is a bimodule we may have the luxury of
an additional derivation property from the other side,
∇(ω • f) = (∇ω) • f + σ(ω⊗ˆdf), σ : Ω1⊗ˆΩ1 → Ω1⊗ˆΩ1.
If σ exists it will be defined by this equation and will be a bimodule map, but in gen-
eral it need not exist. The definition goes back to [18, 8, 9] and several subsequent
works and constitutes an alternative to the quantum group frame bundles approach
to Riemanian geometry in [13, 14]. We refer to [4] for a full set of references to the
literature. The following lemma is the key to all that follows. Note that we can use
the inverse metric to convert a classical 1-form ω to a vector field ω∗ = (ω, ) and
pull this back to extend the action of the classical Levi-Civita covariant derivative
to 1-forms by ∇¯ω := ∇¯ω∗ .
Lemma 2.2. There is a well-defined left module map
φ : Ω¯1⊗¯Ω¯1 → Ω1⊗ˆΩ1, φ(ω⊗¯η) = ω⊗ˆη − λθ′⊗ˆ∇¯ωη, ∀ω, η ∈ Ω¯1.
Here ∇¯ is the classical Levi-Civita connection. Moreover,
φ(ω⊗¯η) • f = fφ(ω⊗¯η) + λ(η, d¯f)ω⊗ˆθ′ + λθ′⊗ˆ(ω, d¯f)η + λ2(∇¯d¯f)(ω, η)θ′⊗ˆθ′
where we evaluate against the two outputs of ∇¯ using the inverse metric. We use
the same formula to define φ inductively as a map Ω¯1⊗¯n → Ω1⊗ˆn for n ≥ 1 by
φ(ω⊗¯η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · ) = ω⊗ˆφ(η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · )− λθ′⊗ˆφ(∇¯ω(η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · ))
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Proof. We prove the inductive version. The n = 1 case is our existing identification
Ω¯1 ⊂ Ω1 as a left module and a different right module structure. In general
φ(ωf⊗¯η⊗¯ζ · · · ) = ωf⊗ˆφ(η⊗¯ζ · · · )− λθ′⊗ˆφ(∇¯fω(η⊗¯ζ · · · ))
= ω⊗ˆfφ(η⊗¯ζ · · · )− λ(ω, d¯f)θ′⊗ˆφ(η⊗¯ζ · · · )− λθ′⊗ˆφ(f∇¯ω(η⊗¯ζ · · · ))
= ω⊗ˆφ(fη⊗¯ζ · · · )− λθ′⊗ˆφ((ω, d¯f)η⊗¯ζ · · · ) + f∇¯ω(η⊗¯ζ · · · ))
= φ(ω⊗¯f(η⊗¯ζ · · · ))
assuming that φ is a well-defined left module map on η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · . It is clearly then
also a left module map as fφ(ω⊗¯η⊗¯ζ · · · ) = fω⊗ˆφ(η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · )−λθ′⊗ˆfφ(∇¯ω(η⊗¯ζ⊗¯ · · · )) =
φ(fω⊗¯η⊗¯ζ · · · ). Finally, we compute the right module structure for n = 2 (the gen-
eral case is similar),
φ(ω⊗¯η) • f = ω⊗ˆη • f − λθ′⊗ˆ(∇¯ωη) • f
= ω⊗ˆηf + λω⊗ˆ(η, d¯f)θ′ − λθ′⊗ˆ(∇¯ωη)f − λ2(d¯f, ∇¯ωη)θ′⊗ˆθ′
= φ(ω⊗ˆηf) + λθ′⊗ˆ(ω, d¯f)η + λω • (η, d¯f)⊗ˆθ′ − λ2(d¯f, ∇¯ωη)θ′⊗ˆθ′
= φ(ω⊗ˆηf) + λθ′⊗ˆ(ω, d¯f)η + λω(η, d¯f)⊗ˆθ′ + λ2((ω, d¯(η, d¯f))− (d¯f, ∇¯ωη))θ′⊗ˆθ′
= φ(ω⊗ˆηf) + λθ′⊗ˆ(ω, d¯f)η + λω(η, d¯f)⊗ˆθ′ + λ2(∇¯ωd¯f, η)θ′⊗ˆθ′
using in the last step that the metric is compatible with ∇¯. 
In the sequel we will frequently view a classical tensor in K ∈ Ω¯1⊗¯Ω¯1 as a tensorial
(i.e., module) map on 1-forms by Kω = (id⊗ (ω, ))K and as a tensorial bilinear on
1-forms by K(ω, η) = (ω,Kη) (in other words by ‘raising indices’). We will denote
the transpose by KT . We will also need an extension of ∆¯ to 1-forms such that
(2.2) ∆¯(fω) = (∆¯f)ω + f∆¯ω + 2∇¯d¯fω
(2.3) ∆¯((ω, η)) = (∆¯ω, η) + (ω, ∆¯η) + 2(∇¯ω, ∇¯η)
(2.4) [∆¯, d¯]f = Ricci∆¯(d¯f)
for all f ∈ C(M) and ω, η ∈ Ω¯1(M) and some tensorial operator which we have
denoted Ricci∆¯. Here the inverse metric is extended to tensor products in the
obvious way. One can take here ∆¯ the Laplace-Beltrami operarator for which the
three identities are easily proven in local coordinates and Ricci∆¯ is the usual Ricci
tensor. In this case the third identity is also clear if one notes that ∆¯−Ricci then
coincides with the Hodge Laplacian (as an example of a Weitzenbock identity), and
this commutes with d¯. In keeping with our emphasis on wave operators in this
paper, one could regard this apparently little-known identity (2.4) as a definition
of Ricci in a manner that brings out its physical significance.
Lemma 2.3. For any classical tensor K : Ω¯1 → Ω¯1 the classical Levi-Civita con-
nection induces a left connection on Ω1 with
∇ω = φ(∇¯ω) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ(∆¯−K)ω, ∀ω ∈ Ω¯1 ⊂ Ω1.
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Proof. Using Lemma 2.2 we have
∇(fω) = φ(∇¯(fω)) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ(∆¯−K)(fω)
= φ(d¯f⊗¯ω + f∇¯ω) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ((∆¯f)ω + f(∆¯−K)ω + 2∇¯d¯fω)
= f∇ω + d¯f⊗ˆω + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ(∆¯f)ω = f∇ω + df⊗ˆω
Note that explicitly,
∇ω = ∇¯1ω⊗ˆ∇¯2ω − λθ′⊗ˆ
(
∇¯∇¯1ω∇¯2ω −
1
2
(∆¯−K)ω
)
where ∇¯1ω ⊗ ∇¯2ω denotes a lift of ∇¯ from ⊗¯ to the vector space tensor product
⊗, and we project this down to ⊗ˆ. However, we shall endeavour to avoid such
expressions by working via the properties of φ. Note also that the value of ∇θ′ is
left unspecified but we will be led to some natural choices for it later on. Then we
define ∇(fθ′) = df⊗ˆθ′ + f∇θ′.
Proposition 2.4. Suppose that [∇θ′, f ] = 0 for all functions f . Then
σ(ω⊗ˆη) = η⊗ˆω+λ∇¯ωη⊗ˆθ′−λθ′⊗ˆ∇¯ηω+λ(ω, η)∇θ′+ λ
2
2
(Ricci∆¯ +K
T )(ω, η)θ′⊗ˆθ′
σ(θ′⊗ˆω) = ω⊗ˆθ′, σ(ω⊗ˆθ′) = θ′⊗ˆω, σ(θ′⊗ˆθ′) = θ′⊗ˆθ′
for all ω, η ∈ Ω¯1 makes ∇ in Lemma 2.3 into a bimodule connection.
Proof. Note that we can write
(2.5) σ(ω⊗ˆη) = φ(η⊗¯ω) + λ∇¯ωη⊗ˆθ′ + λ(ω, η)∇θ′ + λ
2
2
(Ricci∆¯ +K
T )(ω, η)θ′⊗ˆθ′.
We first check that this is well-defined as a left module map. In fact this works for
any tensor R in the role of Ricci∆¯ +K
T ,
σ(ω⊗ˆfη) = φ(fη⊗¯ω) + λf∇¯ωη + λ(ω, d¯f)η⊗ˆθ′ + fλ(ω, η)∇θ′ + f λ
2
2
R(ω, η)
= fσ(ω⊗ˆη) + λ(ω, d¯f)η⊗ˆθ′ = σ(ω • f⊗ˆη)
provided we define σ(θ′⊗ˆη) = η⊗ˆθ′. This indeed provides the bimodule connection
property on ∇θ′ provided [∇θ′, f ] = 0 and provided we define σ(θ′⊗ˆθ′) = θ′⊗ˆθ′. As
θ′ commutes with functions, our assumption on ∇θ′ ensures that everything in this
sector behaves as classically. Finally, we check the bimodule connection property.
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Using the definitions and the commutation relations as well as Lemma 2.2,
∇(ω • f)− (∇ω) • f =∇(ωf) + λd(d¯f, ω)⊗ˆθ′ + λ(d¯f, ω)∇θ′ − φ(∇¯ω) • f − λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ((∆¯−K)ω) • f
=∇(ωf) + λd¯(d¯f, ω)⊗ˆθ′ + λ
2
2
∆¯(d¯f, ω)⊗ˆθ′ + λ(d¯f, ω)∇θ′
−φ((∇¯ω)f)− λ(d¯f, ∇¯ω)⊗ˆθ′ − λθ′⊗ˆ∇¯d¯fω − λ2(∇¯d¯f)(∇¯ω)
−λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ((∆¯−K)ω)f − λ
2
2
(d¯f, (∆¯−K)ω)
= φ(∇¯(ωf)− (∇¯ω)f) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ ((∆¯−K)(ωf)− ((∆¯−K)ω)f − 2∇¯d¯fω)
+λ(∇¯d¯f, ω)⊗ˆθ′ + λ(d¯f, ω)∇θ′ + λ
2
2
(d¯f,Kω)
+
λ2
2
(
∆¯(d¯f, ω)− 2(∇¯d¯f)(∇¯ω)− (d¯f, ∆¯ω)) θ′⊗ˆθ′
= φ(d¯f⊗¯ω) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ(∆¯f)ω + λ∇¯ωd¯f⊗ˆθ′ + λ(d¯f, ω)∇θ′ + λ
2
2
(d¯f,Kω)
+
λ2
2
(∆¯d¯f, ω)θ′⊗ˆθ′
= σ(ω⊗ˆd¯f) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆ(∆¯f)ω + λ
2
2
(d¯∆¯f, ω)θ′⊗ˆθ′
= σ(ω⊗ˆd¯f) + λ
2
θ′⊗ˆω • ∆¯f = σ(ω⊗ˆdf)
provided σ(ω⊗ˆθ′) = θ′⊗ˆω, because in this case have a right module property
σ(ω⊗ˆθ′f) = σ(ω • f⊗ˆθ′) = σ(fω⊗ˆθ′) + λ(ω, d¯f)θ′⊗ˆθ′ = fθ′⊗ˆω + λ(ω, d¯f)θ′⊗ˆθ′ =
θ′⊗ˆω • f = σ(ω⊗ˆθ′) • f for any function f (here applied to ∆¯f). In the main com-
putation we used that ∇¯ is metric compatible to compute d¯(d¯f, ω) and torsion free
in the form (∇¯d¯f, ω) = ∇¯ωd¯f (this is because antisymetrization of ∇¯ω is provided
by ∧ and ∇¯ ∧ d¯f = d¯d¯f = 0; we will explain this point of view on torsion further
below) and we used (2.4). Although this only verifies σ(ω⊗ˆdf), the properties of
∇ a connection imply that it is fully a right module map and that it is fully deter-
mined. Thus let η = ad¯b (or a sum of such terms) then σ(ω⊗ˆad¯b) = σ(ω •a⊗ˆd¯b) =
aσ(ω⊗ˆd¯b) + λ(ω, d¯a)d¯b⊗ˆλθ′ = aφ(d¯b⊗ˆω) + λ∇¯ω(ad¯b) + tensorial terms = σ(ω⊗ˆη)
in the form (2.5). 
Let us note that σ does not map over from the flip map under φ, rather we can
write the above result as
(2.6)
σ(φ(ω⊗¯η)) = φ(η⊗¯ω) + λ(ω, η)∇θ′ + λ
2
2
(Ricci∆¯ +K
T )(ω, η)θ′ ⊗ θ′, ∀ω, η ∈ Ω¯1.
We now consider the space of 2-forms. Any (Ω1,d) on an algebra has a ‘maximal
prolongation’ obtained by the minimal requirements that d extends as a graded
derivation with d2 = 0. This is typically too large except in almost-commutative
cases. In our case we take the maximal prolongation modulo the relations
(2.7) {ω, θ′} = θ′2 = 0, ∀ω ∈ Ω¯1
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to be consistent with our assumptions leading to the corresponding classical be-
haviour of σ. It remains to find the relations in Ω2 explicitly and d on Ω1. This
will be tied up with torsion and we recall that in terms of forms this can be written
as[18, 13],
(2.8) T∇(ω) := ∇∧ ω − dω, T∇ : Ω1 → Ω2.
This is usually discussed in the context of a metric compatible connection but one
can take it as a definition, both in the classical case where it applies to ∇¯, and in
the ‘quantum case’.
Proposition 2.5. The relations ∧image(id + σ) = 0 for σ in Proposition 2.4, i.e.
{ω, η} = λθ′(∇¯ωη + ∇¯ηω)− λ(ω, η)∇∧ θ′
hold for all ω, η in Ω1, provided ∇∧ θ′ = dθ′. Moreover,
dω = ∇∧ ω
so that ∇ in Proposition 2.3 has zero torsion, provided ∆¯ is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator and K = Ricci.
Proof. We apply d to the relations in degree 1 under the assumption that d2 = 0
to obtain
{θ′,df} = [dθ′, f ], {db,df}+ λ(d(d¯f, d¯b))θ′ + λ(d¯b, d¯f)dθ′ = 0.
We note in passing that the first equation means {θ′, aid¯bi} = ai[dθ′, bi]−λai(∆¯bi)θ′2
which will not depend only on ω = aidbi unless the right hand side is zero, which
in turn implies that
(2.9) [dθ′, f ] = 0, ∀f ∈ C(M)
and hence that θ′2 = 0. Hence (2.7) are the only reasonable assumptions for the
calculus to be ‘built on’ the classical one. In the second equation, assuming (2.7),
we can replace d by d¯. Then
{aid¯bi, d¯f}= ai{d¯bi, d¯f}+ [d¯f, ai]d¯bi
=−λai(d¯(d¯bi, d¯f))θ′ − λ(ω, d¯f)dθ′ + λ(d¯ai, d¯f)d¯biθ′
=−λ(d¯(ω, d¯f))θ′ + λd¯(ai(d¯bi, d¯f)− (d¯ai, d¯f)d¯bi)θ′ − λ(ω, d¯f)dθ′
=−λ((id⊗¯id¯f)∇¯ω + (id⊗ iω)∇¯d¯f)θ′ − λ(∇¯d¯fω − (id⊗¯id¯f)∇¯ω)θ′ − λ(ω, d¯f)dθ′
=−λ∇¯ωd¯fθ′ − λ∇¯d¯fωθ′ − λ(ω, d¯f)dθ′
where we used metric compatibility to expand d(ω, d¯f) and recognised the interior
product id¯f d¯ω = id¯f ∇¯ ∧ ω using zero torsion (in the form (2.8)). Here i denotes
interior product. Finally, we used that ∇¯d¯f is symmetric in its two outputs, again
due to zero torsion and d¯2f = 0. We then let η = aid¯bi be some other 1-form and
find
{ω, aid¯bi}= [ω, ai]d¯bi + a[{ω, d¯bi}
= λ(ω,dai)θ
′d¯bi − λai∇¯ωd¯biθ′ − λ∇¯ηωθ′ − λ(ω, η)dθ′
which gives the expression stated provided ∇∧ θ′ = dθ′, i.e. that T∇(θ′) = 0. This
completes the first part of the proposition.
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For the second part, it is sufficient to prove that ∇ ∧ df = 0 for all f as then
∇(aidbi) = dai ∧ dbi = d(aidbi). Thus,
∇∧ df =∇∧ d¯f + λ
2
(d¯∆¯f θ′ + ∆¯f∇∧ θ′)
=∇∧ d¯f + λ
2
((∆¯− Ricci∆¯)d¯f θ′ + ∆¯f∇∧ θ′)
=∧φ(∇¯d¯f) + λ
2
(θ′(∆¯−K)d¯f + (∆¯− Ricci∆¯)d¯f θ′ + ∆¯f∇∧ θ′)
=∧φ(∇¯d¯f) + λ
2
∆¯f∇∧ θ′
provided K = Ricci∆¯. We used (2.4) and the definitions. Assuming this, and
proceeding further we compute from (2.6),
σ(φ(∇¯d¯f)) = φ(∇¯d¯f) + λ(( , )∇¯d¯f)∇θ′ + λ2Ricci∆¯(∇¯d¯f)θ′⊗ˆθ′
(id + σ)(φ(∇¯d¯f)) = 2φ(∇¯d¯f) + λ∆¯LBf∇θ′ + λ2Ricci∆¯(∇¯d¯f)θ′⊗ˆθ′
since ∇¯d¯f is symmetric in its two outputs (as the classical torsion vanishes) and
∆¯LB = ( , )∇¯d¯ the Laplace-Beltrami. Applying ∧ we deduce that ∧φ(∇¯d¯f) =
−λ2 ∆¯LBf∇∧ θ′ and hence that ∇∧ df = 0 provided we take ∆¯ = ∆¯LB . 
It is possible to take this as a definition, i.e using the Laplace-Beltrami operator
and defining
Ω2 := Ω1⊗ˆΩ1/image(id + σ), d = ∇∧ .
It should also be possible to proceed to construct an entire exterior algebra (Ω,d)
using for d the same format and the Hodge laplacian on forms. This will be con-
sidered elsewhere as it is tangential to our main purpose (for Riemannian geometry
we need mainly up to degree 2).
We now turn to first consideration of the ‘quantum metric’. There is a natural
‘initial metric’ g which we consider but we note that ∇ in our construction is only
guaranteed to be metric compatible for it to O(λ). Hence typically either g or ∇
will need to be modified to fully extend the Riemainnian geometry to the quantum
case. Again, this is not essential to the noncommutative wave operator and we
defer the topic to a sequel.
Corollary 2.6. Let
g = φ(g¯) = g¯1⊗ˆg¯2 − λθ′⊗ˆ∇¯g¯1 g¯2
where we take any lift g¯1 ⊗ g¯2 of the classical metric g¯ ∈ Ω1⊗¯Ω1.
(1) σ(g) = g iff ∇θ′ = −λ2 (Ricci∆¯ +KT )(g¯)θ′⊗ˆθ′.
(2) In the context of Proposition 2.5, ∧(g) = 0 iff ∇∧ θ′ = 0
(3) g generates the calculus in the sense
[g, f ] = λdf⊗ˆθ′ + λθ′⊗ˆdf, ∀f ∈ C(M)
provided that ∆¯ is the Laplace-Beltrami operator.
Proof. We have immediately from (2.6) and symmetry of the classical metric that
σ(g) = g + λ dim(M)∇θ′ + λ
2
2
(Ricci∆¯ +K
T )(g¯)θ′⊗ˆθ′
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This gives the condition for σ(g) = g and also implies from looking at 0 = ∧(id +
σ)(g) that
∧(g) = −λ
2
dim(M)∇∧ θ′.
Finally, the commutation relation follows immediately from Lemma 2.2 as this gives
[g, f ] = λ(g1, d¯f)g2⊗ˆθ + λθ′⊗ˆ(g1, d¯f)g2 + λ2(∇¯d¯f)(g¯)θ′⊗ˆθ′
and in the last term we use (∇¯d¯f)(g¯) = ∆¯f , i.e. the Laplace-Beltrami operator. 
This suggests that g is not yet the definitive noncommutative metric. We conclude
with some further properties of σ not directly relevant to the our application but
possibly of interest to classical geometry. We let ∆¯ be the classical Laplace-Beltrami
operator and K = Ricci.
Proposition 2.7. Let (M, g¯) be a Riemannian manifold and σ be the cannonical
bimodule map σ in Proposition 2.4 associated to the Laplace-Beltrami operator and
K = Ricci.
(1) σ2 = id iff Ricci = µ( , ) (so (M, g¯) is Einstein) and 12 (id + σ)∇θ′ =
−λµθ′⊗ˆθ′ for some µ ∈ C(M).
(2) Suppose that ∇θ′ = −λµθ′⊗ˆθ′ for some µ ∈ C(M). Then σ obeys the braid
or ‘quantum Yang-Baxter’ equations iff the (M, g¯) is flat and µ = 0.
Proof. Either from (2.6) or by direct computation we find that
σ2(ω⊗ˆη) = ω⊗ˆη + λ(ω, η)(id + σ)∇θ′ + 2λ2Ricci(ω, η)θ′⊗ˆθ′, ∀ω, η ∈ Ω¯1.
Hence σ = id obtains iff −λRicci(ω,η)(ω,η) θ′⊗ˆθ′ = id+σ2 ∇θ′ for all ω, η with (ω, η) 6= 0
(and Ricci(ω, η) = 0 if (ω, η) = 0.) The right hand side does not depend on ω, η
hence Ricci(ω, η) = µ(ω, η) for some µ ∈ C(M). For the second part, let σ12 denote
σ acting on the first two factors of Ω⊗ˆ3. We find after a lengthy but elementary
computation,
(σ12σ23σ12 − σ23σ12σ23)(ω⊗ˆη⊗ˆζ) = λ2θ′⊗ˆθ′⊗ˆ([∇¯ζ , ∇¯η]− ∇¯∇¯ηζ−∇¯ζη)ω
+λ2θ′⊗ˆ([∇¯ω, ∇¯ζ ]− ∇¯∇¯ωζ−∇¯ζω)η⊗ˆθ′
+λ2([∇¯η, ∇¯ω]− ∇¯∇¯ηω−∇¯ωη)ζ⊗ˆθ′⊗ˆθ′ +O(λ3θ′⊗ˆ3)
so the QYBE hold to this order iff the full Riemann curvature vanishes. The omitted
θ′⊗ˆ3 terms involve the Ricci curvature on the one hand and terms involving µ on
the other. The latter are, using metric compatibility,
λ3
(
(d¯µ, (η, ζ)ω + (ω, η)ζ − (ω, ζ)η) + 2µ((ω, ∇¯ζη) + (ζ, ∇¯ωη))
)
θ′⊗ˆ3
This cannot vanish for all ω, η, ζ unless µ = 0. For example, set ω = η = ζ and η
such that ∇¯ηη = 0 at a point x ∈ M and with any chosen direction η(x). Then
the second term vanishes and we conclude that dµ = 0 at any point. We can then
take η such that 2(η, ∇¯ηη) = η(d(η, η)) 6= 0 at any point to conclude that µ = 0
there. 
The simplest case is to take ∇θ′ = 0. In this case σ obeys the braid relations iff
(M, g¯) is flat and is involutive iff it is Ricci flat.
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3. Wave operator on C(M)oR as quantisation of M × R
We are now going to use the machinery of the previous section to construct a
noncommutative spacetime deforming M × R, a differential calculus and a wave
operator  on it. As ‘coordinate algebra’ we let A = C(M)oR where we adjoin a
variable t for ‘time’, with relations
[f, t] = λτ(f)
where τ is a vector field on M . We have used the same deformation parameter
as before but without loss of generality as we could change the normalisation of
τ . This algebra has a noncommutative time variable as with the bicrossproduct
model spacetime and is manifestly associative because any vector field τ generates
an infinitesimal action of R on the algebra C(M) and our algebra is the semidirect
product by this. At least when M is compact one can exponentiate the action as
well as complete to a C∗ algebra if one wishes, although we shall not do either of
these steps here.
In order to apply the theory of Section 2 we let ∆¯LB be the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on (M, g¯) and ζ a classical vector field on M , and define
(3.1) ∆¯f = ∆¯LBf + ζ(f), ∆¯ω = ∆¯LBω + ∇¯ζω
for all f ∈ C(M) and ω ∈ Ω¯1(M). One may check that the properties (2.1), (2.2),
(2.3), (2.4) continue to hold with
Ricci∆¯ = Ricci + ∇¯ζ − L¯ζ
as an operator on Ω1, where L¯ζ is the Lie derivative along ζ. We will later fix ζ in
terms of a functional parameter below, but for the moment it is unspecified. From
Section 2 we have an extended differential calculus (Ω1,d) and other structures
constructed from (M, g¯, ζ). We let ζ∗ be the 1-form corresponding to ζ under the
metric.
Theorem 3.1. Let M be a Riemannian manifold equipped with a vector field ζ,
β ∈ C(M) and τ a conformal Killing vector field. Then the calculus (Ω1,d) on M
defined by ζ extends to a first order differential calculus (Ω1(C(M) o R),d) with
further relations
[ω, t] = λ(L¯τ − id)ω − λ2( n−24 )(d¯α, ω)θ′ −
λ2
2
(L¯τζ∗, ω)θ′
[θ′, t] = αλθ′, [f, dt] = λdf, [dt, t] = βλθ′ − λdt
for all ω ∈ Ω¯1(M), f ∈ C(M). Here n = dim(M) and α = 2ndiv(τ)− 1.
Proof. That τ is a conformal Killing vector field can be written in terms of the
inverse metric as as
(3.2) τ((ω, η)) = (L¯τω, η) + (ω, L¯τη)− (1 + α)(ω, η)
which is the form we shall use. We have to verify the various Jacobi identities
concerning the extension by t, dt. Thus
λ−2 ([[ω, t], f ] + [[t, f ], ω] + [[f, ω], t])
= λ−1[L¯τ (ω)− ω − λ(n−24 )(d¯α, ω)θ′ −
λ
2
(L¯τζ∗, ω)θ′, f ] + λ−1[ω, τ(f)]− λ−1[(ω, d¯f)θ′, t]
= (L¯τ (ω)− ω, d¯f)θ′ + (ω, d¯τ(f))θ′ − τ((ω, d¯f))θ′ − α(ω, d¯f)θ′ = 0
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as (3.2) with η = d¯f . Also [[θ′, t], f ] + [[t, f ], θ′] + [[f, θ′], t] = 0 as each term is zero,
while
[[dt, f ], g] + [[f, g],dt] + [[g,dt], f ] = −λ[df, g] + λ[dg, f ] = −λ[d¯f, g] + λ[d¯g, f ] = 0
by symmetry of ( , ). Finally,
λ−1 ([[dt, t], f ] + [[t, f ],dt] + [[f, dt], t])
= [βθ′ − dt, f ]− [τ(f),dt] + [df, t] = λdf − λdτ(f) + [df, t]
= λdf − λdτ(f) + [d¯f + λ
2
∆¯fθ′, t]
=−λ(dτ(f)− df) + λ(d¯τ(f)− d¯f)− λ2(n−24 )(d¯α, d¯f)θ′ −
λ2
2
(L¯τζ∗, d¯f)θ′
+α
λ2
2
∆¯fθ′ +
λ2
2
τ(∆¯f)θ′
=
λ2
2
(−∆¯τ(f) + (1 + α)∆¯f + τ(∆¯f)− (n−22 )(d¯α, d¯f)− (L¯τζ∗, ω)) θ′ = 0
by a property of conformal Killing vectors in the lemma below. Note that in this
case we obtain a formula for the commutator with quantum differentials
(3.3) [df, t] = λ(dτ(f)− df).
This is equivalent to checking that d is a derivation for products with t in the sense
d[f, t] = λdτ(f) = [df, t]+[f, dt]. Once again we do not verify surjectivity, however
this appears to be true in practice.
To complete the proof we need the following elementary lemma which extends a
well-known property of Killing forms to the conformal case as well as to our slightly
more general ∆¯. As we have not found it in the literature, we include a short proof
for completeness.
Lemma 3.2. If M is a Riemannian manifold with Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆¯LB
and τ a conformal Killing vector field, then
[∆¯LB , τ ]f = (1 + α)∆¯LBf − n− 2
2
(d¯α, d¯f)
for all f ∈ C(M), where 1 + α = 2ndiv(τ) in our previous conventions.
Proof. We can do this using the abstract notation of Section 2 but since this is a
classical result we will use standard local coordinate methods. In local form one
can write the equations for a conformal Killing vector as ∇¯aτb + ∇¯bτa = (1 +α)gab
where τa = gabτ
b and ∇¯ is the classical Levi-Civita connection. We assume that the
vector fields of our local coordinate system commute. Then applying ∇¯a to both
sides (summation understood) we have ∆¯LBτb = −∇¯a∇¯bτa + ∇¯bα = −Rabacτc −
∇¯bdiv(τ)− ∇¯bα = −Riccibcτc − (n−22 )∇¯bα. Next we compute
∆¯LBτf = g
ab∇¯a∇¯b(τc∇¯cf) = gab∇¯a((∇¯bτc)(∇¯cf)) + gab∇¯a(τc∇¯b∇¯cf)
= gab(∇¯a∇¯bτc)∇¯cf + gab(∇¯bτc)(∇¯a∇¯cf) + 2gab(∇¯aτc)(∇¯b∇¯cf) + gabτc∇¯a∇¯b∇¯cf
= (∆¯LBτc)∇¯cf + (1 + α)∆¯LBf + gabτc∇¯a∇¯c∇¯bf
= (∆¯LBτc)∇¯cf + (1 + α)∆¯LBf + gabτc∇¯c∇¯a∇¯bf + gabτcRacbd∇¯df
= (∆¯LBτc)∇¯cf + (1 + α)∆¯LBf + τ∆¯LBf + τ cRiccicd∇¯df
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for all f . We use the Leibniz rule and that our local basis covariant derivatives
commute when acting on functions. We then combine these two observations. 
From the result for ∆¯LB , the general case
[∆¯, τ ]f = (1 + α)∆¯f − n− 2
2
(d¯α, d¯f)− (L¯τζ∗, d¯f)
then follows by an elementary computation and completes the proof of the theorem.
The theorem provides a noncommutative geometry Ω1(C(M) o R) built on clas-
sical 1-forms with an extra cotangent direction θ′ in addition to dt and is a little
more than an abstract calculus defined commutation relations among functions and
quantum differentials. At the latter level the theorem looks simpler and we collect
all the relations together for reference as
[f, g] = 0, [f, t] = λτ(f), [df, g] = λ(d¯f, d¯g)θ′, [θ′, f ] = 0, [θ′, t] = αλθ′
[df, t] = λ(dτ(f)− df), [f, dt] = λdf, [dt, t] = βλθ′ − λdt.(3.4)
for all g, f ∈ C(M). Having obtained this structure, one could take these relations
as a definition of the calculus and verify the Jacobi identities, one of which would
rapidly lead back to the conformal Killing equation (3.2). Our more involved proof
of Theorem 3.1 shows that the construction is properly defined with respect to the
structure of the manifold M by virtue of being built on the classical objects and it
is only there that the choice of ζ is visible.
The case of constant α = −1 is that of a Killing vector field while the case of
constant α = 1 is also of interest and applies for example to the conformal inflation
of concentric spheres in R3.
Proposition 3.3. Let µ, ν ∈ C(M) obey the first order differential equations
τ(µ) = β − (1 + α)µ, τ(ν) = µ− αν.
Then the calculus Ω1(C(M)oτ R) on normal-ordered element f(t) =
∑
fnt
n where
fn ∈ C(M) (i.e. keeping the t-dependence to the right), obeys
θ′f(t) = f(t+ λα)θ′, df = d¯f +
λ
2
θ′∆¯f + ∂0fdt+ λ∆0fθ′
∂0f(t) =
f(t)− f(t− λ)
λ
, ∆0f(t) =
νf(t+ λα) + µf(t− λ(βµ − α))− (ν + µ)f(t+ λ(α− βν+µ ))
λ2
and we also have
[dt, f ] = −λdf + λ(µ+ ν)(
f(t+ λα)− f(t+ λ(α− βµ+ν ))
λ
)θ′
Proof. The behaviour on functions only on M is already covered in Theorem 3.1.
For a function purely of t we prove the result at least for polynomials, by induction
as follows (this generalises the bicrossproduct model case). Assume [dt, tn] = pndt+
qnθ
′. Then using the commutation relations,
pn = (t− λ)pn−1 − λtn−1, qn = (t− λ)qn−1 + λβ(t+ λα)n−1
which are solved by
(3.5) [dt, tn] = ((t− λ)n − tn) dt+ µ
(
(t+ λα)n − (t− λ(β
µ
− α))n
)
θ′
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provided µ obeys the relation stated. The proof for the pn is more elementary and
left for the reader, while for qn we verify that q1 = λµ(α+
β
µ −α) = λβ as required,
and
(t− λ)qn−1 + λβ(t+ λα)n−1
= µ(t− λ(1 + τ(µ)
µ
))
(
(t+ λα)n−1 − (t− λ(β
µ
− α))n−1
)
+ λβ(t+ λα)n−1 = qn
taking account of the commutation relation tµ = µt − λτ(µ). A further similar
induction on dtn = tdtn−1 + [dt, tn−1] + tn−1dt provides the stated formulae as
df = ∂0f + λ∆0f . Now suppose that f = f( , t) where the dependence on t is
kept to the right and combine the two cases via the Leibniz rule. Note that with
regard to the t-dependence θ′(∆¯f)(t) = (∆¯f)(t+λα)θ′ when our basic 1-forms are
ordered to the right using the stated commutation relation. Similarly we deduce
from (3.5) and the commutation [dt, f ] = −λdf for a function on M that in general
for a normal ordered function
[dt, f(t)] = −λd¯f(t)−λ
2
2
θ′∆¯f(t)−λ∂0f(t)dt+λµ
(
f(t+ λα)− f(t− λ(βµ − α))
λ
)
θ′
which we can then write as stated. Note that there are also commutation relations
between other differentials and functions. 
For example, if τ(α) = τ(β) = 0 then µ = β/(1 + α) is killed by τ and solves the µ
equation. Similarly ν = µ/α is killed by τ and solves the ν equation. In this case
ν + µ = β/α and
∆0f = β
f(t+ αλ) + αf(t− λ)− (1 + α)f(t)
λ2α(1 + α)
.
If, moreover, α = 1 then we have ∆0 as
β
2 times the standard symmetric finite
difference Laplacian, while in the limit for α→ −1 we have
∆0f
α→−1−→ β
λ
(
∂0f − f˙(t− λ)
)
where f˙ denotes the usual derivative in t, which is more readily seen to tend to β2 f¨
as λ→ 0.
We see that the process of Theorem 3.1 induces a differential calculus in the extra
‘time’ direction but it turns out to be of the finite-difference family that exists in
noncommutative geometry even in one variable. Note also that [tn,dt] and dtn
do not depend on the freedom in choices for µ, ν as the boundary conditions and
inductive relations do not depend on them, we only require them in order to have
finite-difference type formulae, and we require them only locally, which is assured.
In particular, ∆0 does not depend on the choice of µ, ν even if it looks as if it does,
when the noncommutativity is taken into account.
Corollary 3.4. Working in the calculus Ω1(C(M) o R), we define the induced
spacetime wave operator  on C(M)oτ R by df = d¯f + ∂0f dt+ λ2f θ′.
(1) f(t) = (∆¯f)(t+ λα) + 2∆0f(t) on normal ordered f(t) =
∑
fnt
n.
(2) In the classical limit limλ→0f = ∆¯f + βf¨
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(3) If ζ∗ = − 12β−1d¯β then the classical limit of  is the Laplace-Beltrami
operator on M × R for the static metric β−1d¯t⊗¯d¯t+ g¯
Proof. The shift by λα in (1) is from the normal ordering. The classical limit (2)
is a delicate computation assuming a Taylor expansion of f about t except that we
have to be careful about the normal ordering. Writing f =
∑
n fnt
n we find
λ2∆0f = λ
2
∑
n
fn(
n
2
)(ν(α2 − τ(α)) + µ((α− β
µ
)2 − τ(α− β
µ
))
−(ν + µ)((α− β
ν + µ
)2 − τ(α− β
ν + µ
)))tn−2 +O(λ3)
= λ2
β
2
f¨ +O(λ3)
on computing τ as a derivation and using the defining equations for τ(µ), τ(ν). The
τ terms here arise from normal ordering of the different positions of f in the linear
term of the expansion
(t+ λf)n = tn + λnftn−1 − n(n− 1)
2
λ2τ(f)tn−2 + (
n
2
)λ2f2tn−2 +O(λ3).
One can view this as the first terms of a noncommutative binomial identity for the
action of a vector field on a function f . One can also derive the limit from the
next lemma, but we have given the more direct proof. Part (3) is some elementary
differential geometry. For a metric that splits as shown for some function β ∈ C(M)
in the time direction, the Levi-Civita connection is easily computed and ∇¯ω for the
spacetime metric acquires an extra term from d¯β and this enters into the spacetime
time Laplace-Beltrami operator, which we compute as
¯f = βf¨ + ∆¯LB − 1
2
β−1(d¯β, d¯f).

This corollary makes good our philosophy that the ‘extra dimension’ in the ex-
tended cotangent bundle expresses the Laplacian, as in Lemma 2.1, but now on the
noncommutative spacetime version of M ×R. The following lemma provides more
information about the time derivative component of the wave operator.
Lemma 3.5.
∆01 = ∆0t = 0, ∆0t
2 = β, ∆0t
3 = 3βt+ λ((α− 1)β − 2τ(β))
while in general
∆0t
n =
n−1∑
i=0
(∂0t
n−1−i)β(t+ λα)i, [dt, tn] = −(∂0tn)dt+ λ(∆0tn+1 − t∆0tn)θ′
Proof. The first three cases are already contained in the proof of part 2 of Corol-
lary 3.4 as there are no powers higher than λ2 analysed there. For t3 we note
that
(t+ λf)3 = t3 + λ(t2f + tft+ ft2) + λ2(f2t+ ftf + tf2) + λ3f3
= t3 + 3λft2 + 3λ2f2t+ λ3f3 − 3λ2(τf)t+ λ3τ2f − λ3fτf − λ3τ(f2)
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We know in computing ∆0t
3 from the expression in Proposition 3.3 that the order
1, λ terms wont contribute while the order λ3 terms give us the classical contribution
3βt. It remains to add up the terms at order λ3, which contribute to ∆0t
3 the
amount λ×
ν(α3 + τ2α− 3ατα) + µ
(
(α− β
µ
)3 + τ2(α− β
µ
)− 3(α− β
µ
)τ(α− β
µ
)
)
−(µ+ ν)
(
(α− β
µ+ ν
)3 + τ2(α− β
µ+ ν
)− 3(α− β
µ+ ν
)τ(α− β
µ+ ν
)
)
= 3α
β2
µ
− 3α β
2
µ+ ν
− β
3
µ2
+
β3
(µ+ ν)2
− µτ2(β
µ
) + (µ+ ν)τ2(
β
µ+ ν
)
+3(αµ− β)τ(β
µ
)− 3(α(µ+ ν)− β)τ( β
µ+ ν
)
which eventually simplifies to the result stated on repeated use of the relations
τ(
β
µ
) =
τβ
µ
− β
µ
(
β
µ
− (1 + α)), τ( β
µ+ ν
) =
τβ
µ+ ν
− β
µ+ ν
(
β
µ
− α).
We omit the details in view of the general formula from which the final result can
more easily be obtained. For the general formula, we compute
dtn = (dtn−1)t+ tn−1dt = (∂0tn−1)(dt)t+ λ∆0tn−1θ′t+ tn−1dt
= (∂0t
n−1)tdt+ ∂0tn−1λ(βθ′ − dt) + λ∆0tn−1(t+ λα)θ′ + tn−1dt
using the Leibniz rule and commutation relations. Comparing with dtn = (∂0t
n)dt+
λ∆0t
nθ′ we deduce
∂0t
n = (∂0t
n−1)(t− λ) + tn−1, ∆0tn = (∆0tn−1)(t+ λα) + ∂0tn−1β.
The second of these provides the induction step easily solved to provide the result
stated. We then use the formula dtn+1 = tdtn + [dt, tn] + tndt for the different
induction in Proposition 3.3 now as a way to recover this [dt, tn] from ∆0. 
We conclude with some immediate elements of the noncommutative geometry, such
as the natural extension to Ω2. We will not, however, take this too far in the present
paper. Our main goal was the construction of the natural wave operator which we
have done as part of Ω1 as covered in Proposition 3.3 and Corollary 3.4.
Proposition 3.6. (1) Natural relations in Ω2(C(M)oτ R) are provided by
{θ′,dt} = −λdθ′, (dt)2 = −λ
2
d(βθ′), [dθ′, t] = λd ((α− 1)θ′)
{ω,dt} = −λdω, d((τβ + β(α− 1))θ′) = 0
for all ω ∈ Ω¯1, in addition to those in Proposition 2.5, (2.7), (2.9).
(2) Given µ, ν as in Proposition 3.3, the calculus is inner if the last condition
in (1) is replaced by the stronger d((β − (µ+ ν))θ′) = 0. Here
θ := dt− (µ+ ν)θ′, [θ, } = −λd
where [ , } denotes (anti)commutator on degree 0 (degree 1) respectively.
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Proof. We start with the maximal prolongation: we apply d to the relations in
degree 1 involving t to obtain
(3.6) {df, dt} = 0, (dt)2 = −λ
2
d(βθ′), {θ′,dt} = [dθ′, t]− λd(αθ′)
for all f ∈ C(M). Using Lemma 3.5 we find no further restriction from d2t2 = 0.
Thus,
d2t2 = d((2t− λ)dt+ λβθ′) = 2(dt)2 + λd(βθ′) = 0
is one of the relations already found. Next from Lemma 3.5,
d2t3 = d((3t2 − 3λt+ λ2)dt+ λ(3tβ + λτβ + λβ(α− 1))θ′)
= (6(t− λ)(−λ
2
d(βθ′)) + 3λβθ′dt+ 3λ(dt)βθ′ + λ3td(βθ′) + λ2d((τβ + β(α− 1))θ′)
= λ2d((τβ + (α− 1)β)θ′) + 3λβ({θ′,dt}+ λdθ′).
Hence we require
(3.7) 3β({θ′,dt}+ λdθ′) + λd((τβ + (α− 1)β)θ′) = 0
for dt3 = 0. For dt4 we have (using Lemma 3.5 for the second)
∂0t
4 = (4t3 − 6λt2 + 4λ2t− λ3)dt
∆0t
4 =
(
6t2β + 4λt(τβ + β(α− 1)) + λ2(−τβ − β(α− 1) + τ2β + τ(αβ) + (τβ)α+ βα2)) θ′
=
(
6t2β + 4λt h2 + λ
2(τh2 + αh2 − β)
)
θ′
where h2 = τβ + (α − 1)β, say. From this and a lengthy computation using (3.6)-
(3.7) we find similarly
d2t4 = d(∂0t
4dt+λ∆0t
4 θ′) = λ2(4h2+3β)({θ′,dt}+λdθ′)+λ3d((τh2+(α−1)h2)θ′) = 0
as one of a sequence of identities obtained by repeatedly applying [ , t] to (3.7). To
see this let Dτ (f) = τf + (α− 1)f for any function f and h1 = β, hi = Dτ (hi−1).
Then expanding out and repeatedly applying the commutation relations we find
that
[f({θ′,dt}+λdθ′), t] = λ(f+Dτf)({θ′,dt}+λdθ′), [d(fθ′), t] = f({θ′,dt}+λdθ′)+λd((Dτf)θ′)
for any function f . Setting f = β gives the identity needed. Although we have
not written out a formal proof for general n it is clear that there are no further
relations from d2tn = 0 beyond (3.7).
So far we have only prolonged from the commutation relations involving t in (3.4); if
we want to have a tensorial construction coming from the manifold M it is natural
to restrict further. In particular, from the first of (3.6) we find
{aid¯bi,dt}= ai{d¯bi,dt} − [ai,dt]d¯bi = −λ
2
ai{∆¯biθ′,dt} − λdai d¯bi
=−λ
2
ai∆¯bi{θ′,dt}+ λ
2
2
aid¯∆¯biθ
′ − λdai d¯bi
=−λd(aid¯bi)− λ
2
ai∆¯bi({θ′,dt}+ λdθ′)
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using d2bi = 0. It is then natural to impose the first stated relation in part (1) in
order that the right hand side depends only on ω = aid¯bi ∈ Ω¯1. This then yields
the remaining relations.
For (2), if we seek θ = dt− gθ′ with the required ‘inner’ property for some function
g then we will need λdt = [t,dt−gθ′] = λdt+λβθ′+ τ(g)θ′+gλαθ′, which requires
g to obey the equation τg + αg = β, which in turn is solved by g = µ + ν in
Proposition 3.3. We also require −λdθ′ = {θ′,dt − gθ′} = {θ′,dt} independently
of g, so this is a natural restriction also from the point of view of having an inner
calculus with a form of θ close to dt. Finally, we require 0 = {dt, θ} = {dt,dt −
gθ′} = −λd(βθ′) − g({θ′,dt} + λdθ′) + λd(gθ′). In our context this leads to the
relation stated in (2). Note, in general, however, that,
0 = g({θ′,dt}+ λdθ′) + λd((β − g)θ′)
implies by application of [ , t] and the identities in part (1) that
2β({θ′,dt}+ λdθ′) + λd(h2θ′) = 0.
Comparison with (3.7) again makes it natural to restrict to {θ′,dt}+ λdθ′ = 0. In
this case the last of the relations stated in (1) is implied by our simpler requirement
d((β − g)θ′) = 0 for the calculus to be inner in the form taken. Finally, we already
have [f, dt] = λdf on f ∈ C(M) and {ω,dt} = −λdω (obtained in part (1)) and
these are not affected by the addition of any functional multiple of θ′ as θ′2 =
{ω, θ′} = 0. 
Note that locally we can always solve for µ + ν as required for an inner calculus
while taking d((β− (µ+ν))θ′) = 0 typically as a definition of dθ′. In that sense one
can say that the calculus on C(M)oτR is always ‘locally inner’ at least up to degree
2. When β, α 6= 0 are constant, for example, we have β − (µ+ ν) = β(α− 1)/α so
we need dθ′ = 0 unless β = 0 or α = 1. The property of being inner is a desirable
feature of any sufficiently noncommutative calculus and in this sense we see that
the calculus is better behaved than in Section 2 before we adjoined t. One can use
the requirements for θ to similarly define d and find relations in all degrees, but we
defer this to a sequel. We conclude with a further miscellaneous observation.
Proposition 3.7. For any h ∈ C(M) the transformation
dt→ d′t = dt+ hθ′, β → β′ = β + τh+ (α+ 1)h
gives a differential calculus (Ω1,d′) with isomorphic bimodule structure to that of
(Ω1,d).
Proof. Let (Ω,d′) be the calculus constructed as in Theorem 3.1 but with parameter
β′ in place of β. The map φ : (Ω1,d) → (Ω1,d′) defined by φ(dt) = d′t − hθ′ is a
bimodule map. To see this, we check consistency with the bimodule commutation
relations involving dt. Thus φ([dt, t]) = [d′t − hθ′, t] = λβ′θ′ − λd′t − hλαθ′ −
λτ(h)θ′ = λβθ′−λ(d′t−hθ′) = φ(λβθ′−λdt). Similarly φ([f, dt]) = [f, d′t−hθ′] =
φ(λdt). It is important to note, however, that φ does not form a commutative
triangle connecting d,d′, i.e. these are not necessarily isomorphic as differential
calculi. From Lemma 3.5 we see rather that
φ(dtn) = d′tn −
(
∂0t
nh+ λ
n−1∑
i=0
∂0t
n−1−i(τh+ (α+ 1)h)(t+ λα)i
)
θ′
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showing how the differentials change when there is t-dependence. Meanwhile,
φ(df) = d′f for all f ∈ C(M). 
The first order nature of the differential on h here means that, at least locally,
any two choices of β have the same bimodule structure up to isomorphism, i.e this
aspect of the structure in Theorem 3.1 is not being changed by the variation of β,
up to isomorphism. For example h = −µ renders β′ = 0. Globally, however, we
expect nontrivial equivalence classes of calculi, in the sense of isomorphism classes
of bimodule structures, depending on the topology of M .
4. Quantisation of the Schwarzschild black hole and other
spherically symmetric static spacetimes
In this section we apply the machinery above to construct, in principle, the quantum
black hole differential algebra. Most of the work is in the preliminary Section 4.1 is
to give an entirely algebraic approach to polar coordinates in classical Riemannian
geometry. We are then in position in Seciton 4.2 to read off the quantum version.
4.1. Algebraic polar coordinates and the Schwarzschld solution. Most of
the section covers familiar ground, except that we do so as a novel application of
algebraic methods developed for noncommutative geometry. Unless stated other-
wise, we work over a general field k of characteristic not 2. And because everything
in this subsection is classical, we will endeavour to put bars over the geometrical
objects. Where omitted for brevity, they should be understood.
We start by considering algebraic analogues of the space R3 \ {0} where we delete
the origin. We assume that we work in some sufficiently large ‘coordinate algebra’
A containing at least the mutually commuting generators xi, r for the Cartesian and
radial coordinates subject to the relation r2 =
∑
i x
2
i , as well as r
−1 and sufficiently
many other rational functions of r as to be able to solve any equations we need.
We can think of the coordinate algebra A = k[x1, x2, x3][(r) (rational functions in
r and polynomials in the xi) subject to the above relation. We consider
(4.1) eij = δij − xixj
r2
, e ∈M3(A)
which is a projector,
e2ik = eijejk = δik +
xix
2xk
r4
− 2xixk
r2
= eik; xieij = 0.
According to standard arguments in (commutative and) noncommutative geometry
E = eA⊕3 is a projective module or ‘vector bundle’ and as such it has on it a
canonical nontrivial ‘Grassmann connection’ ∇¯ at least for the universal calculus.
Thus far we do not actually need the generators to commute. However, we now
assume that they do and that there is a standard commutative differential structure,
thus {d¯xi} define a free module of 1-forms Ω¯1 with d¯r2 = 2rd¯r = 2xid¯xi. Then E
is a 2-dimensional sub-bundle spanned by
ωi = eikd¯xk = d¯xi − xid¯r
r
, xiωi = 0
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as tangential to the sphere about the origin passing through any point. We have
Ω¯1(A) = E ⊕Ad¯r as a direct sum of tangential and radial bundles. The Euclidean
metric can be written as
η¯ = d¯xi⊗¯d¯xi = (d¯xi − xid¯r
r
)⊗¯(d¯xi − xid¯r
r
) + d¯r⊗¯d¯r = ωi⊗¯ωi + d¯r⊗¯d¯r
so η¯ang = ωi⊗¯ωi provides the ‘angular part’ (usually denoted r2d¯Ω¯) of the metric
in polar coordinates but written in tensor form.
Proposition 4.1. The Grassmann connection for the projector e is
∇¯ωi = −xi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj ,
and is metric compatible with η¯ang but not torsion free and has curvature
R∇¯(ωi) = −
ωi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj .
It extends to a connection on Ω¯1 by ∇¯(d¯r) = 0 which is metric compatible with η¯
but not torsion free and has R∇¯(d¯r) = 0.
Proof. The connection on a projective module is provided by in our application by
∇¯ω = (d¯e)e⊗¯ω. We compute
(d¯eij)ejk = −d¯(xixj
r2
)ejk = −xi
r2
d¯xjejk = −xi
r2
ωjejk.
It follows that ∇¯ is well-defined but one can also verify it directly
∇¯(xiωi) = −xiωj⊗¯ωj xi
r2
+ d¯xi⊗¯ωi = −ωj⊗¯ωj + ωi⊗¯ωi = 0.
The curvature can be computed similarly from −(d¯ed¯e)e but we prefer to compute
it directly
R∇¯(ωi) = (d¯⊗¯id− (∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))∇¯ωi = (d¯⊗¯id− (∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))(−
xi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj)
=−d¯(xi
r2
)ωj⊗¯ωj − xi
r2
d¯(ωj)⊗¯ωj + xi
r2
ωj ∧ ∇¯ωj
=−(ωi
r2
− xi
r3
d¯r)ωj⊗¯ωj + xi
r2
ωj
d¯r
r
⊗¯ωj + 0
since ωixi = 0. Assuming antisymmtry in the exterior product gives the result as
stated. Similarly, the torsion tensor T∇¯ and metric compatibility are
T∇¯(ωi) = ∇¯ ∧ ωi − d¯ωi = −d¯ωi = d¯
(xi
r
)
d¯r = (d¯xi)
d¯r
r
− xi
r2
d¯rd¯r = ωi
d¯r
r
∇¯(η¯ang) = ∇¯(ωi⊗¯ωi) = −ωj⊗¯ωj xi
r2
⊗¯ωi − ωj⊗¯ωi⊗¯ωj xi
r2
= 0
where the left output of the action of ∇¯ is kept to the far left. We have assumed
familiar properties of classical connections. 
This is a type of monopole on R3 \ {0} but can also be viewed as a Riemannian
connection with torsion as explained. It restricts on spheres of constant radius
(where d¯r is projected out) to the Levi-Civita connection on these. We compare this
connection with the more obvious trivial connection. This is defined by ∇¯(d¯xi) = 0
and is obviously torsion free and metric compatible with η¯ and has R∇¯ = 0.
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Proposition 4.2. The trivial connection can be written in polar coordinates as
∇¯(ωi) = −xi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj − ωi
r2
⊗¯rd¯r, ∇¯(d¯r) = 1
r
ωi⊗¯ωi
Proof. For the trivial connection ∇¯(d¯xi) = 0 we compute
∇¯(rd¯r) = d¯r⊗¯d¯r + r∇¯(d¯r) = ∇¯(xid¯xi) = d¯xi⊗¯d¯xi + 0 = η¯
from which we conclude ∇¯(d¯r) as stated. Also
∇¯(ωi) = 0− ∇¯(xir
r2
d¯r) = −d¯(xi
r2
)⊗¯rd¯r − xi
r2
∇¯(rd¯r)
= − d¯xi
r2
⊗¯rd¯r + 2xi
r4
rd¯r⊗¯rd¯r − xi
r2
d¯xj⊗¯d¯xj
which provides ∇¯(ωi) as stated. One can verify directly that these expressions give
a (flat) torsion free and metric compatible connection as they must. Indeed, the
second term of ∇¯(ωi) precisely kills the torsion compared to Proposition 4.1 but
now introduces
∇¯(η¯ang) = −ωi
r2
⊗¯rd¯r⊗¯ωi − ωi
r2
⊗¯ωi⊗¯rd¯r
compared to the calculation in Proposition 4.1. This is precisely compensated by
∇¯(d¯r⊗¯d¯r) as now ∇¯(d¯r) 6= 0, allowing the connection to remain metric compatible
for η¯. Finally, we still have ωj∇¯(ωj) = 0 so the previous calculation for R∇¯(ωi)
just acquires extra terms from the new part of ∇¯(ωi):
R∇¯(ωi) = −
ωi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj−d¯(ωi
r2
)⊗¯rd¯r+ωi
r2
∇¯(rd¯r) = −ωi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj−ωi
r2
d¯r⊗¯d¯r+ωi
r2
∇¯(rd¯r)
which indeed cancel to give 0 from the form of ∇¯(rd¯r). In addition
R∇¯(d¯r) = (d¯⊗¯id− (∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))(
1
r
ωi⊗¯ωi) = d¯(ωi
r
)− ωi
r
∇¯(ωi) = 0
as both terms vanish. Of course we already know the results here but these com-
putations will be a model for the next proposition. 
Now looking carefully at the mentioned direct check of how the trivial ∇¯ gets to be
torsion free and metric compatible in the above ‘radial/tangential’ framework, one
can see that the proof can be generalised to the following:
Proposition 4.3. Let
g¯ = h(r)2d¯r⊗¯d¯r + ωi⊗¯ωi
for a function h(r), which we assume to be invertible in the algebra. Then
∇¯(ωi) = −xi
r2
ωj⊗¯ωj − ωi
r2
⊗¯rd¯r, ∇¯(d¯r) = 1
h(r)2r
ωi⊗¯ωi − h
′(r)
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r
is torsion free, metric compatible with g¯ and has curvature
R∇¯(ωi) = −
ωi
r2
((
1− 1
h(r)2
)
ωj⊗¯ωj + h
′(r)r
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r
)
, R∇¯(d¯r) = −
h′(r)
h(r)3r
d¯r ωi⊗¯ωi.
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Proof. Because the connection on ‘angular’ forms is unchanged, this part remains
torsion free. For the radial part clearly ∇¯∧d¯r = 0 so the torsion on d¯r also vanishes.
We have to check metric compatibility and we note that
∇¯(h(r)d¯r) = 1
h(r)r
ωi⊗¯ωi
similarly to the structure in Proposition 4.2. The computation of ∇¯(ωi⊗¯ωi) is
unchanged and now clearly killed in just the same way by ∇¯(h(r)d¯r⊗¯h(r)d¯r). It
remains to compute the curvature. The only difference for R∇¯(ωi) compared to the
direct calculation in Proposition 4.2 is the form of ∇¯(rd¯r), so this time
R∇¯(ωi) = −
ωi
r2
η¯ +
ωi
r2
(
1
h(r)2
ωj⊗¯ωj + (1− h
′(r)
h(r)
r)d¯r⊗¯d¯r
)
giving the result as stated. Similarly
R∇¯(h(r)d¯r) = (d¯⊗¯id− (∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))(
1
h(r)r
ωi⊗¯ωi) = d¯( 1
h(r)
)
ωi
r
⊗¯ωi
giving the stated result. 
Incidentally, the connection on radial forms can also be written more compactly as
(4.2) ∇¯(h(r)rd¯r) = 1
h(r)
g¯.
Corollary 4.4. The standard lifting i : Ω¯2 → Ω¯1⊗¯Ω¯1 and trace applied to the
curvature in Proposition 4.3 gives
Ricci = − 1
2r
(
h′(r)
h(r)3
+
1
r
(
1− 1
h(r)2
))
ωj⊗¯ωj − h
′(r)
h(r)r
d¯r⊗¯d¯r.
In particular, Ricci ∝ g¯ (an Einstein space) iff rh′(r) = h(r)(h(r)2 − 1).
Proof. Strictly speaking we repeat the computations for Ricci from the curvature
in Proposition 4.3, but the result is the same as setting all terms involving f to zero
in the preceding theorem and hence we omit the details. Hence to be an Einstein
space we need
h′(r)
h(r)3
+
1
r
(
1− 1
h(r)2
)
= 2
h′(r)
h(r)3
as stated. 
Over R the equation is solved by h(r) = 1/
√
1 +Kr2 where K is a parameter.
Then Ricci = Kg¯. Hence this is space of constant curvature. For K < 0 (in our
conventions) it is essentially S3, while for K > 0 it is hyperbolic 3-space. In both
cases the removal of r = 0 is not required other than for use of our polar coordinates.
Note that we cannot by contrast solve Ricci = 0 unless h(r) = 1 which is the case
of Proposition 4.2.
Next, we consider Killing vector fields needed later. Because in the present section
we prefer differential forms we map a vector field τ to a 1-form τ∗ = g¯(τ). In these
terms a conformal Killing 1-form is required to obey
(id + σ)∇¯τ∗ ∝ g¯
where σ is the trivial flip map.
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Corollary 4.5. The metric in Proposition 4.4 has conformal Killing forms τ∗ and
Killing forms τ∗i (not linearly independent),
τ∗ = h(r)rd¯r, τ∗i = xjωkijk
where ijk is the totally antisymmetric tensor with 123 = 1.
Proof. That τ∗ is a conformal Killing form is immediate from (4.2), which indeed
says that ∇¯τ∗ = g¯/h(r). If one tries a more general form τ∗ = f(r)h(r)rd¯r then
one can deduce that f ′(r) = 0. The τ∗i correspond to the action of the group of
rotations in 3-dimensions and one easily computes
∇¯τ∗i = ijk(ωj⊗¯ωk +
xj
r
(d¯r⊗¯ωk − ωk⊗¯d¯r))
which is manifestly antisymmetric. Hence its symmetrization vanishes and we have
a Killing 1-form. 
We mention that at least over R all of the computations in this section work equally
well with vector fields and the inverse metric. Some natural vector fields for our
‘polar coordinates’ are
ρ = xi∂
i = r
∂
∂r
, ei = ∂
i − xi
r2
ρ; xiei = 0
where ∂i = ∂∂xi are the vector fields for the Cartesian coordinates. Note that ρ acts
as the degree operator so ρ(xi) = xi and that the ei are not linearly independent.
The latter are partial derivatives associated to the ωi in the sense
d¯ψ = (
∂
∂r
ψ)d¯r + ei(ψ)ωi
for all functions ψ in our coordinate algebra A on R3 \ {0}. Indeed, we have by
easy computations
〈ρ, d¯r〉 = r, 〈ρ, ωi〉 = 0, 〈ei, d¯r〉 = 0, 〈ei, ωj〉 = eij
where we use our projector matrix entries and in this sense also the ei are ‘dual’
to the ωi. Next, we view g¯ as a map Ω¯
−1 → Ω¯1 by evaluation against the first
factor (say) and as an application, we compute for the inverse of the metric in
Proposition 4.3,
g¯(ρ) = h(r)2rd¯r, g¯(ei) = eijωj = ωi; g¯
−1(d¯r) =
1
h(r)2r
ρ, g¯−1(ωi) = ei
Hence
(4.3) (d¯r, d¯r) =
1
h(r)2
, (d¯r, ωi) = 0, (ωi, ωj) = eij .
Then, for example, the corresponding conformal Killing vector fields in Corollary 4.5
are
(4.4) τ =
1
h(r)
ρ, τi =
ijk
h(r)2
xjek.
Finally, we can go one step further with the above as the spatial part of a radially-
symmetric static spacetime geometry. Thus, we consider A[t] with a new variable
(time) adjoined as the coordinate algebra of (R3\{0})×R. We assume that Ω¯1(A[t])
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is spanned as before but with the additional 1-form d¯t, and that everything remains
commutative.
Proposition 4.6. Let
g¯ = −f(r)2d¯t⊗¯d¯t+ h(r)2d¯r⊗¯d¯r + ωi⊗¯ωi
for functions h(r), f(r), which we assume to be invertible in the algebra. Then
∇¯(ωi) as before and
∇¯(d¯r) = 1
h(r)2r
ωi⊗¯ωi−h
′(r)
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r−f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)2
d¯t⊗¯d¯t, ∇¯(d¯t) = −f
′(r)
f(r)
(d¯t⊗¯d¯r+d¯r⊗¯d¯t)
is torsion free, metric compatible with g¯ and has curvature
R∇¯(ωi) = −
ωi
r2
((
1− 1
h(r)2
)
ωj⊗¯ωj + h
′(r)r
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r + f
′(r)f(r)r
h(r)2
d¯t⊗¯d¯t
)
R∇¯(d¯r) = −
h′(r)
h(r)3r
d¯r ωi⊗¯ωi + f(r)
h(r)3
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r)) d¯rd¯t⊗¯d¯t
R∇¯(d¯t) =
1
f(r)h(r)
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r)) d¯rd¯t⊗¯d¯r + f
′(r)
f(r)h(r)2r
d¯t ωi⊗¯ωi.
Proof. The torsion on d¯r continues to vanish as (d¯t)2 = 0 and vanishes on d¯t by
{d¯t, d¯r} = 0; so the connection remains torsion free. For metric compatibility we
write the connection in the form
∇¯(h(r)d¯r) = 1
h(r)r
ωi⊗¯ωi − f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)
d¯t⊗¯d¯t, ∇¯(f(r)d¯t) = −f ′(r)d¯t⊗¯d¯r
Then compared to the previous case ∇¯(h(r)d¯r⊗¯h(r)d¯r) acquires an extra term
−f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)
(d¯t⊗¯d¯t⊗¯h(r)d¯r + d¯t⊗¯h(r)d¯r⊗¯d¯t)
which is exactly cancelled by ∇¯(−f(r)d¯t⊗¯f(r)d¯t). Hence the connection remains
metric compatible. As ∇¯(ωi) is unchanged, R∇¯(ωi) in the previous computation is
affected only through ∇¯(rd¯r) which acquires an extra −(f ′(r)f(r)/h(r)2)rd¯t⊗¯d¯t,
giving the additional contribution stated. Similarly, in the previous computation
of R∇¯(h(r)d¯r) the change in ∇¯(h(r)d¯r) gives an additional contribution
(d¯⊗¯id−(∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))(− f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)
d¯t⊗¯d¯t) = −d¯
(
f ′(r)f(r)
h(r)
)
d¯t⊗¯d¯t+f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)
d¯t∧∇¯d¯t
giving the additional contribution stated. Finally, we compute
R∇¯(f(r)d¯t) = (d¯⊗¯id− (∧⊗¯id)(id⊗¯∇¯))(−f ′(r)d¯t⊗¯d¯r)
= −d¯(f ′(r))d¯t⊗¯d¯r + f ′(r)d¯t ∧
(
1
h2r
ωi⊗¯ωi − h
′(r)
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r
)
as (d¯t)2 = 0. This gives the result stated. 
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Theorem 4.7. The standard lifting i : Ω¯2 → Ω¯1⊗¯Ω¯1 and trace applied to the
curvature in Proposition 4.3 gives
Ricci =
1
2r
(
f ′(r)
f(r)h(r)2
− h
′(r)
h(r)3
− 1
r
(
1− 1
h(r)2
))
ωj⊗¯ωj
−
(
1
2f(r)h(r)
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r)) + h
′(r)
h(r)r
)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r
+
(
f(r)
2h(r)3
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r))− f
′(r)f(r)
h(r)2r
)
d¯t⊗¯d¯t.
In particular, Ricci = 0 if h(r) = 1/f(r) and r ddrf(r)
2 = 1− f(r)2.
Proof. The standard lift of 2-forms in classical geometry is to identify them with
antisymmetric tensors, so for example i(d¯rd¯t) = 12 (d¯r⊗¯d¯t− d¯t⊗¯d¯r). We then take
a trace of (i⊗¯id)R∇¯ as an operator mapping to the first tensor factor (say) of its
output, to give Ricci. When doing this, clearly R∇¯(d¯r) ∝ d¯rd¯t⊗¯d¯t will contribute
1
2 d¯t⊗¯d¯t to the trace as only the first term of the lift will contribute. Similarly
for the contribution from R∇¯(d¯t). For R∇¯(ωi), where the a term is of the form
ωiX and X does not involve {ωj} in its first tensor factor, we will similarly have
(X/2) × 2 = X for the contribution to the trace from ωi → 12ωi⊗¯X, because the
projective module has rank 2 and the operation is as a multiple of the identity. For
a term in R∇¯(ωi) of the form ωiωj⊗¯ωj will again have ωj⊗¯ωj for the same reason
but also the trace of
ωi 7→ −1
2
ωj⊗¯ωi⊗¯ωj
from the antisymmetrisation. This will contribute − 12ωj⊗¯ωj giving a total contri-
bution from such a term in R∇¯(ωi) of
1
2ωj⊗¯ωj . With these observations, we see
without further computation that
Ricci =− 1
r2
(
1
2
(
1− 1
h(r)2
)
ωj⊗¯ωj + h
′(r)r
h(r)
d¯r⊗¯d¯r + f
′(r)f(r)r
h(r)2
d¯t⊗¯d¯t
)
− h
′(r)
2h(r)3r
ωi⊗¯ωi + f(r)
2h(r)3
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r)) d¯t⊗¯d¯t
− 1
2f(r)h(r)
(f ′(r)h′(r)− f ′′(r)h(r)) d¯r⊗¯d¯r + f
′(r)
2f(r)h(r)2r
ωi⊗¯ωi.
which then combines as stated. Note that if Ricci = 0 then combining the d¯t⊗¯d¯t
and d¯r⊗¯d¯r equations we deduce that f ′/f + h′/h = (fh)′/(fh) = 0 which over R
implies that h ∝ 1/f , and so on, but this depends on the field. 
Over R the equation is solved by f(r) =
√
1− γr where γ is a parameter. This is
the Schwarzschild black hole with event horizon at r = γ. Note that our natural
algebraic conventions in defining Ricci differ by ± 12 from the more usual ones used
in other sections of the paper but this does not affect Ricci flatness of course.
Also note that it was convenient (and conventional in physics) but not essential
to work with f, h – one can work just as well throughout with f2(r) and h2(r) as
the functions of interest. All formulae can be reworked in terms of these without
square roots and one should do so for a fully algebraic treatment. Hence the
standard Schwarzshild black hole can be obtained with f2(r) = 1− γr provided this
is invertible. One can arrange this formally but one can also proceed to address
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such issues using the topology of the field, for example by working over k = Qp
with |γ/r|p < 1 in the p-adic norm (i.e. a p-adic Schwarzschild black hole). One
can also consider black holes over finite fields Fq but in this case the large kernel
of d if we use the usual differential calculus leads to solutions and phenomena that
are artefacts of that; it would be interesting to consider instead reduced finite-
dimensional versions of Fq[x1, x2, x3] as our starting point and a more connected,
noncommutative, differential calculus for this case, but following the pattern above.
This will be considered elsewhere.
Finally, we compute the associated classical spacetime wave operator ∆ in the
setting of Theorem 4.7, for later reference. We have now also
(d¯t, d¯t) = − 1
f2(r)
, (d¯t, d¯r) = (d¯t, ωi) = 0
for the inverse spacetime metric. In our framework the spacetime wave operator
on functions is ¯ = ( , )∇¯d¯ for the spacetime connection, exterior derivative and
inverse metric.
Corollary 4.8. The spacetime Laplace-Beltrami wave operator ∆ associated to the
metric in Theorem 4.7 is
¯ = − 1
f2
∂2
∂t2
+
1
h2
(
2
r
− h
′
h
+
f ′
f
)
∂
∂r
+
1
h2
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
(where we sum over i).
Proof. We first compute ¯,
¯ψ = ( , )∇¯d¯ψ = ( , )∇¯(( ∂
∂t
ψ)d¯t+ (
∂
∂r
ψ)d¯r + (eiψ)ωi)
= ( , )((
∂2
∂t2
ψ)d¯t⊗¯d¯t+ ∂
∂r
ψ)∇¯d¯r + ( ∂
2
∂r2
ψ)d¯r⊗¯d¯r + (ejeiψ)ωj⊗¯ωi)
=
(
− 1
f2
∂2
∂t2
+
1
h2
(
2
r
− h
′
h
+
f ′
f
)
∂
∂r
+
1
h2
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
)
ψ
on a general function ψ on (R3 \{0})×R. We showed only the terms in the outputs
of ∇¯ that are not immediately killed by the block-diagonal form of the inverse
metric. 
Doing the same computation for the 3-geometry in Proposition 4.3 involves the
same computations but without any of the terms involving f and gives
(4.5) ∆¯LB =
1
h2
(
2
r
− h
′
h
)
∂
∂r
+
1
h2
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
Note that the spatial part of ¯ differs from this by an extra f
′
fh2
∂
∂r and hence
¯ = β ∂
2
∂t2
+ ∆¯, ∆¯ = ∆¯LB − 1
2
β−1g¯−1(d¯β)
where β = −1/f2, in accord with the general picture for this kind of metric ex-
plained in the proof of Corollary 3.4. Here β−1d¯β = − 2f ′f d¯r = −2g¯( f
′
fh2
∂
∂r ) using
g¯ as an operator.
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4.2. Quantum black hole differential algebra. We are now ready to apply
the machinery of Section 3 to spherically symmetric static spacetimes. Thus we let
(M, g¯) be the classical Riemannian manifold in Proposition 4.3. From Corollary 4.5
we have two types of conformal Killing vector and mainly we consider the first one
and its divergence measure
(4.6) τ =
r
h(r)
∂
∂r
, α =
2
h(r)
− 1.
Thus the free function h in the 3-geometry metric is now encoded in α as well as
in the inverse 3-metric ( , ) and both are used in defining the calculus. We will not
consider the noncommutative 4-geometry in any detail but from the classical wave
operator in Corollary 4.8 compared with Corollary 3.4 we express the free function
f(r) in the static metric in Proposition 4.6 and Theorem 4.7 as the free parameter
(4.7) β = − 1
c2f(r)2
of our noncommutative calculus. We have inserted the speed of light c here. The
functions µ, ν there are now generically given by
µ(r) = − 1
c2r2
∫ r h(r′)
f(r′)2
r′dr′, ν(r) = e
∫ r
1
h(r′)−2
r′ dr
′
∫ r e− ∫ r′1 h(r′′)−2r′′ dr′′ h(r′)µ(r′)
r′
dr′
and provide the time part 2∆0 of the wave operator in the ‘finite difference’ form in
Proposition 3.3. It remains the case that Lemma 3.5 is a better route for its actual
calculation. Then the wave operator according to Corollary 3.4 and Corollary 4.8
is
(4.8) ψ(t) = 2∆0ψ(t) + (
(
1
h2
(
2
r
− h
′
h
+
f ′
f
)
∂
∂r
+
1
h2
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
)
ψ)(t+ λα)
on normal ordered functions ψ =
∑
n ψnt
n.
Working through the constructions of Section 3 the quantum differential algebra
associated to the classical geometry now takes the form:
Proposition 4.9. The quantum calculus Ω1(C(M) o R) quantizing the classical
picture in Proposition 4.6 with respect to radial conformal Killing vector (4.6) has
relations
[xi, xj ] = 0, [xi, t] =
λ
h
xi, [ωi, xj ] = λeijθ
′, [dr, xi] =
λ
h2
xi
r
θ′, [θ′, xi] = 0
[ωi, t] = λ(
1
h
− 1)ωi, [θ′, t] = λ( 2
h
− 1)θ′, [xi,dt] = λdxi, [dt, t] = βλθ′ − λdt.
[dr, t] = λ(d(
r
h
)− dr), dg(r) = g′(r)dr + λ
2h2
g′′(r)θ′
for any function g(r).
Proof. This is by application of Theorem 3.1 but can conveniently be found using
the quantum form of the commutation relations (3.4). We use the same 1-forms ωi
as in Section 4.1 but note that these can also be viewed as the angular projection
of the quantum differentials
ωi = d¯xi − xi
r2
xj d¯xj = dxi − xi
r2
xjdxj = eikdxk
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so we need not distinguish between the classical and quantum counterparts. To see
this we use d from Lemma 2.1 and ∆¯ given below (4.5) to compute
dxi = d¯xi +
λ
2h2
(
2
r
(1− h2))− h
′
h
+
f ′
f
)
)
θ′.
One can then deduce properties of ωi noting that [eij , t] = 0. We similarly have
dr = d¯r +
λ
2h2
(
2
r
− h
′
h
+
f ′
f
)θ′
and hence dg = g′d¯r + λ2h2 ((
2
r − h
′
h +
f ′
f )g
′ + g′′)θ′ comes out as stated. 
One similarly has useful relations such as
[ωi, r] = 0, [dr, g(r)] =
λg′(r)
h2
θ′, [dr, xi] = λ
xi
rh2
θ′, [dr,
xi
r
] = 0, xiωi = 0
ωi = dxi − xi
r
dr +
λxi
h2r2
θ′, [g(r), t] = λ
r
h
g′(r), [g(r),dt] = λdg(r)
on any function g(r), where the last is mentioned for completeness (it applies to any
function on M). Among our various relations we have a closed algebra of dr, dt, θ′
and functions of r, t.
We now specialise to the case of a Schwarzschild black hole of mass M where, from
Theorem 4.7, we have classically f =
√
1− γr with γ = 2GM/c2 and h = 1/f . We
regard h, τ, α as associated to the 3-geometry and β as a parameter in the calculus
expressing the time component of the metric. We have
h =
1√
1− γr
, τ = r
√
1− γ
r
∂
∂r
, α = 2
√
1− γ
r
− 1, β = − 1
c2(1− γr )
.
For these specific functions some of the formulae in Proposition 4.9 simplify, for
example
[dr, t] =
λ
2
(
√
h− 1√
h
)2dr − λ
2γ2
8r3
hθ′.
In principle we can put the specific commutation relations into the theory in Sec-
tion 3 to find the wave operator, obtained in practice say by Lemma 3.5.
We also have a quantization by the Killing vector τ3 (say) in Corollary 4.5. Here
τ3 =
x1e2 − x2e1
h(r)2
, α = −1
and we may take h, β as desired, eg the Schwarzschild one. This of course breaks
the rotational symmetry in the quantisation but may also be of interest as a com-
plementary quantisation.
5. Minimally coupled quantum black hole
Although we have just quantised the Scwharzschild black hole in our approach, it
remains the case that the resulting quantum differential algebra is extremely hard
to compute with. In particular new methods will be needed to find the form of ∆0
in Proposition 3.5 because the function α enjoys rather poor commutation relations
with t. In order to get a flavour of physical predictions we therefore consider now
a simpler version in which we build the black hole by working in flat spacetime
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and afterwards allow for the spatial curvature ‘by hand’ by a process of minimal
coupling. This has the merit of being fully computable and allows us our first
quantum gravity predictions.
5.1. Flat bicrossproduct model spacetime with gravity. We apply the for-
malism of Sections 3 and 4 to M = R3 with flat metric with the conformal Killing
vector given by the degree operator ρ. Thus throughout this section,
τ = ρ = r
∂
∂r
, α = 1
as a special case of Corollary 4.5 with h(r) = 1. In this case our calculus Ω1(C(R3)o
R) on generators becomes
[xi, xj ] = 0, [xi, t] = λxi, [dxi, xj ] = λδijθ
′, [θ′, xi] = 0, [θ′, t] = λθ′
(5.1) [dxi, t] = 0, [xi,dt] = λdxi, [dt, t] = βλθ
′ − λdt.
Specialising the results of Section 4.2 or directly by similar methods, we note
Lemma 5.1. We have rdr = xidxi + λθ
′ and a closed algebra of dr, θ′,dt and
functions g of r, t with
dg(r) = g′(r)dr +
λ
2
g′′(r)θ′, [dr, g(r)] = λg′(r)θ′, [θ′, g(r)] = 0, [dr, g(t)] = 0
[g(r), t] = λrg′(r), [g(r),dt] = λdg(r), rg(t) = g(t+ λ)r, θ′g(t) = g(t+ λ)θ′
Proof. All of these results follow from Section 4.2 setting h = 1 or can be obtained
directly by induction on the commutation relations on generators (some of which
we have already seen in the proof of Proposition 3.3). One can also obtain them
from Theorem 3.1 since this can be computed in any coordinates. Note also that
when h = 1 we have dxi = d¯xi and dr = d¯r +
λ
r θ
′. 
Further relations useful in computations, all specialized from Section 4.2 or easily
obtained directly, are
[dxi, g(r)] = λ
xi
r
g′(r)θ′, [dr, xi] = λ
xi
r
θ′, [dxi,
xj
r
] = λ
eij
r
θ′
xig(t) = g(t+ λ)xi, [dxi, g(t)] = 0, [dr,
xi
r
] = 0
ωi = dxi − xi
r
dr + λ
xi
r2
θ′, [ωi, r] = 0, xiωi = 0, [ωi, xj ] = λeijθ′, [ωi, t] = 0
for any functions g. As we saw in the proof of Proposition 4.9 the ωi coincide with
their classical counterparts.
In our theory β remains a free parameter of the differential calculus which by Corol-
lary 3.4 one can interpret as the part of the quantum Laplacian that corresponds
to the gravitational potential. Therefore the results of this section can be viewed
as gravity bolted on to flat bicrossproduct spacetime. The physics of this will be
justified elsewhere by taking the Newtonian gravity limit. The quantum spacetime
wave operator from Corollary 3.4 has the form
(5.2) ψ(t) = 2∆0ψ(t) + ∆¯flatψ(t+ λ)− 1
2β
(d¯β, d¯ψ)(t+ λ)
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on normal ordered spacetime functions ψ =
∑
n ψnt
n, where ∆¯flat is the classical
flat space Laplacian on R3 and ∆¯ = ∆¯flat − 12β−1d¯β is the spatial part of the
classical Laplacian used in the construction.
We compute ∆0 and to keep things simple we limit ourselves to β = β(r), i.e. to the
spherically symmetric case. In this case the functions µ and ν in Proposition 3.3
are
µ =
1
r2
∫ r
β(r′)r′d¯r′, ν =
1
r
∫ r
µ(r′)d¯r′.
where the constants of integration do not change the values of ∆0. This provides
the ‘inner element’ θ = dt − (µ + ν)θ′ and also in principle the time part of the
geometry in the form of ∆0 according to Proposition 3.3. From Lemma 3.5 we note
that ∆0 depends linearly in β. Hence it is enough to compute it term by term for
monomial β.
Proposition 5.2. For all real m let β = 1rm .
(1) If m = 1
µ =
1
r
, ν =
ln(r)
r
, ∆0g(t) =
1
rλ
(
∂
∂t
− ∂0)g(t+ λ)
(2) If m = 2
µ =
ln(r)
r2
, ν =
1 + ln(r)
r2
, ∆0g(t) =
1
r2λ
(
∂0g(t+ 2λ)− ∂
∂t
g(t+ λ)
)
(3) If m 6= 1, 2
µ =
1
(2−m)rm , ν =
1
(2−m)(1−m)rm
∆0g(t) =
1
rm
(
g(t+ λ) + (1−m)g(t− λ(1−m))− (2−m)g(t+ λm)
λ2(2−m)(1−m)
)
(4)
[dt, g(t)] + λ∂0g(t)dt =
λ
rm
({
∂
∂tg(t+ λ) m = 2
g(t+(m−1)λ)−g(t+λ)
(m−2)λ m 6= 2
)
θ′
Proof. The case m = 0 is easily obtained directly or by noting that µ, ν can be
taken to be constants β/2 in Proposition 3.3. For the general case we integrate to
find µ, ν and use these in Proposition 3.3, or proceed along the same lines as next
as for m = 1, 2. For m = 1 we use one of the commutation relations in Lemma 5.1
in the form g(t) 1r =
1
r g(t+ λ) to give us ∆0t
n as 1/r times
n−1∑
i=0
(t+ λ)n−1−i − tn−1−i
λ
(t+ λ)i =
n
λ
(t+ λ)n−1 − (t+ λ)
n − tn
λ2
which gives answer stated. For m = 2 moving 1/r2 to the left gives us 1/r2 times
n−1∑
i=0
(t+ 2λ)n−1−i − (t+ λ)n−1−i
λ
(t+ λ)i =
(t+ 2λ)n − (t+ λ)n
λ2
− n
λ
(t+ λ)n−1.
The generic case is similar if one wants to do it in the same way. Finally, the
commutators [dt, g(t)] are obtained from ∆0 (see Lemma 3.5) or from (3.5). 
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The m = 0 case β =constant has calculus
[dt, g(t)] = −λ(∂0g)dt+ β
2
(g(t+ λ)− g(t− λ))θ′, dg(t) = (∂0g)dt+ βλ(∆0g)θ′
on functions g(t), with ∆0 half the standard finite-difference Laplacian. In partic-
ular, we recover the standard 5-dimensional version of the calculus cf [19] on the
bicrossproduct model or ‘κ-Minkowski’ spacetime[12] in the precise conventions in
which (in one space dimension lower) it appears in 2+1 quantum gravity as a scal-
ing limit of the standard quantum geometry of Cq(SU2) as this is stretched flat,
see [17, 16]. We also recover
β=constψ(t) =
ψ(t+ λ) + ψ(t− λ)− 2ψ(t)
λ2
+ ∆¯flatψ(t+ λ)
as familiar in the variable speed of light prediction [1] for the bicrossproduct model
flat spacetime without gravity. By contrast the choice m = 1 results in the nonrel-
ativistic limit in a Newtonian 1/r potential with noncommutative deviations.
5.2. Minimally coupled Schwarzschild black hole and predictions. We are
now ready to adapt the above to the black hole. First, we make the particular
choice
(5.3) β = − 1
c2(1− γr )
.
where γ = 2GM/c2 will now be the Schwarzschild radius for a black hole of mass
M . The Newtonian gravity point source mentioned above is the just the start of
the geometric expansion of this β. We then have the differential calculus with the
same relations as in Lemma 5.1 plus the remaining structure involving β computed
from Proposition 5.2.
Second, we ‘by hand’ replace ∆¯flat in (5.2) by the Laplace-Beltrami operator ∆¯LB
for the the specific 3-geometry in Proposition 4.3 that underlies the Schwarzschild
black hole. We also replace the flat inverse metric in the β−1d¯β term by the one for
this 3-geometry. These steps are analogous to working in flat 3-space coordinates
followed by a process of ‘minimal coupling’ where a covariant derivative is then put
in by hand. Thus, we compute within the spatially flat space bicrossproduct model
with the same ∆0 as above but adjust the wave operator from (5.2) to
BHψ(t) = 2∆0ψ(t) + ∆¯LBψ(t+ λ)− 1
2β
(d¯β, d¯ψ)(t+ λ)
on normal ordered spacetime functions ψ =
∑
n ψnt
n. Explicitly,
(5.4) BHψ(t) = 2∆0ψ(t) +
(
(
2
r
− γ
r2
)
∂
∂r
+ (1− γ
r
)
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
)
ψ(t+ λ)
is our ‘minimally coupled’ noncommutative black hole wave operator.
It remains to study ∆0 further. In order to effectively work with this we Fourier
transform, i.e. consider the effect on functions with time dependence ψ(t) = eıωt
where ω ∈ R and we let λ = ıλp.
Proposition 5.3. For the Schwarzschild β in (5.3) we have
∆0e
ıωt =
1
c2
D(ω, r)eıωt
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where
D(ω, r) =
1
λ2p
(
sinh(ωλp) + e
−ωλp(1− γ
r
)
(
1− eωλp − γ
r
ln
(
eωλpr − γ
r − γ
)))
has limits
lim
λp→0
D(ω, r) =
ω2
2(1− γr )
, lim
r→∞D(ω, r) =
cosh(ωλp)− 1
λ2p
, lim
r→γD(ω, r) =
sinh(ωλp)
λ2p
Proof. We do this by summing all the contributions in the geometric expansion
of β in the region r > γ and using Proposition 5.2 for each term. Thus, setting
ζ = e−ωλp for brevity,
−D(ω, r) = 1
2λ2
(ζ + ζ−1 − 2) + ζγ
rλ
(ıω − (1− ζ
−1)
λ
) +
ζγ2
r2λ
(
ζ − 1
λ
− ıω)
+
∞∑
m=3
1
rmλ2
(
ζm
m− 1 −
ζm−1
m− 2 +
ζ
(m− 1)(m− 2)
)
=−ζ − ζ
−1
2λ2
+
1
λ2
(1− γ
r
)
(
ζ − 1 + ıλζωγ
r
+
ζγ
r
ln
(
r − γ
r − ζγ
))
which we write as stated. The limits are then easily obtained. For completeness,
let us note that had we expanded the geometric series for β appropriate to r < γ
we would have β = 1c2
∑∞
m=1(
r
γ )
m and use Proposition 5.2 applied to −m, giving
D(ω, r) =
1
λ2
∞∑
m=1
(
r
γ
)m
(
ζ−(m+1)
m+ 2
− ζ
−m
m+ 1
+
ζ
(m+ 1)(m+ 2)
)
which sums to the same expression as before. One can check that expanding the
logarithm appropriately to r small and r large recovers the two different series. 
As the action of the finite difference ∂0 on e
ıωt is by ∂0 = (1 − eωλp)/(ıλp) and
since all the frequency dependence of D(ω, r) is via eωλp , we can explicitly write
the massless wave equation ψ = 0 as
(5.5)
(
2
c2λ2p
D(ıλp∂0) + (2
r
− γ
r2
)
∂
∂r
+ (1− γ
r
)
∂2
∂r2
+ eiei
)
ψ = 0
where D(X) = −X + X22 + (1− γr )(X − γr ln(1− X1− γr )).
Returning to Proposition 5.3, the first limit is correct as 2D(ω, r)/ω2 = 1/(1− γr )
is then the classical coefficient in front of − 1c2 ∂
2
∂t2 in the wave operator. The second
limit is also correct as 2D(ω, r) is then the time part of the Fourier transform of
the wave operator in the flat bicrossproduct spacetime model as used in the VSL
prediction[1]. The third limit is more unexpected and we shall make some crude
assumptions in order to get a ‘first impression’ as to what this entails.
(a) Maximum redshift and frequency dependence of the redshift. For any static
metric such as β−1d¯t⊗¯d¯t + g¯ one has a standard argument for time dilation and
associated frequency shift. Light emitted with frequency ω > 0 at, in our case, r
will appear at∞ with frequency ω
√
β(∞)
β(r) . By convention the redshift factor here is
1/(1 + z). Thus for the classical black hole the redshift of an emission of frequency
ω at r will appear at ∞ with frequency ω/(1 + z) where (1 + z) = 1/√1− γr . We
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have not done an analysis of noncommutative photon propagation via  but as
2D(ω, r)/ω2 enters in the same way as β (namely in the 2∆0 part of ) we may
expect that it has something like the same interpretation for each frequency mode.
Thus
(1 + z) =
√
D(ω, r)
D(ω,∞)
and for photons released closer and closer to the event horizon, the redshift factor
1 + z, which classically goes to infinity, we have a finite limit
(1 + z)max =
√
sinh(ωλp)
cosh(ωλp)− 1 .
It should be stressed that this is not intended to give more than a qualitative
impression of the physics. For small ωλp we have zmax ≈
√
2
ωλp
. For example, if
λp is Planck time and ω = 10
19 Hz (the upper end of the X-ray band) then
zmax ≈ 5× 1012
but if the photon has planck scale energy-momentum then this maximum redshift
tends to 1 as ωλp →∞. Thus the most energetic modes are not redshifted at all.
The frequency dependence of these formulae may be a better route to detection.
To assess this perhaps in the context of laser interferometry, consider a laser source
pointing away from the centre and consisting of a beam at frequency ω superimposed
with a harmonic at some multiple of nω. However, on arrival at a distant receiver
they would no longer be the same multiple. Expanding
2D(ω, r) =
ω2
(1− γr )
(
1− 2
3
ωλpγ
r(1− γr )
+O((ωλp)
2)
)
we see that for small ωλp, the harmonic will have smaller redshift factor than the
base frequency and hence will appear to the distant observer as a little higher in
frequency than the n’th harmonic. Let ω′ be the redshifted base frequency and
ω′′ the redshifted harmonic. The deficit in distance per base cycle over which the
harmonic completes its n cycles is
c
ω′
− n c
ω′′
=
c
ω′
(
1−
√
D(nω, r)D(ω,∞)
D(nω,∞)D(ω, r)
)
≈ (n− 1)
3
cλpγ
r
√
1− γr
or approximately nγ3r Planck lengths λp error per base cycle on arrival. Taking
a similar figure for the entire length L of the journey (for our back-of-envelope
estimate) we need
L ∼ c
2
ω2
3r
nγλp
in order to accumulate one full cycle of phase error. For a 0.1 nanometer (X-ray)
wavelength, γr around 0.1 (say), and n = 10, we have some L ∼ 0.1 light years
which is modest by astronomical standards even if well beyond current reach. The
figure would be worse using infra red lasers but on the other hand it should not at
all be necessary to accumulate a whole cycle of phase error to determine that ω′′
was not the same multiple of ω′ and in that sense our preliminary estimate is very
conservative. Also note that we expect the frequency dependence of the redshift
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to apply to other gravitational potentials, not just to black holes, although clearly
most of these would have an effective γr << 1.
(b) Beckenstein-Hawking radiation. This requires a certain amount of machinery
to recompute from the noncommutative wave operator. However, at first sight
the overall temperature to a distant observer should not change significantly for
macroscopic (non Planckian) black holes because the same factor in front of − 1c2 ∂
2
∂t2
enters into the computation of the acceleration and hence of the Unruh effect local
temperature near the horizon, which would also now be finite. The finiteness would
appear to resolve the so-called ‘temperature paradox’ whereby some authors have
worried about the validity of the infinite temperature required at the horizon due to
the infinite redshift from the horizon in the classical picture. On the other hand, due
to the frequency dependence of the redshift a black body spectrum at the horizon
would no longer result in a black body after redshift. The more energetic modes
should have less redshift thereby compressing the upper end of the distribution
relative to the lower end.
(c) Wave operator at the horizon. The limit r → γ in Proposition 5.3 and the
limiting behaviour of the rest of the wave operator, means that the wave operator
arbitrarily close to the event horizon in the standard Schwarzschild coordinates
becomes
lim
r→γBHψ(t) =
ψ(t− ıλp)− ψ(t+ ıλp)
c2λ2p
+
1
γ
∂
∂r
ψ(t+ ıλp) + eieiψ(t+ ıλp)
on normal ordered functions. We see that the singular r − t sector of the classical
wave operator drops down to what is conceptually a kind of ‘first order’ differential
operator as we approach r = γ rather than blowing up in front of ∂
2
∂t2 as it does
classically. In a sense, the noncommutative deformation has smoothed out the
classical coordinate singularity, at least as far as the wave operator is concerned.
Moreover, as the left hand side would be zero for a massless solution, one could
think of this equation as a boundary condition for such solutions crossing the event
horizon. Using the notation ∂˜0ψ(t) =
ψ(t)−ψ(t−2λ)
2λ for the finite difference (this is
a version of ∂0 used elsewhere in the paper), and restricting for concreteness to ψ a
linear combination of the Y lm spherical harmonics as regards angular dependence,
we can write the condition as
2ı
c
∂˜0ψ =
λp
γ
∂
∂r
ψ − λp
γ2
l(l + 1)ψ
at the horizon, where λp is the Planck length. Assuming bounded spatial derivatives
we see that in the classical limit where λp → 0 or for infinitely large black holes as
γ → ∞, we will have ψ˙ = 0 at the horizon. However, for a Planckian size black
hole where γ ∼ λp we see that 1c ∂˜0ψ and ∂∂rψ are comparable at least when l = 0.
Note also that for usual black holes the r − t metric coefficients flip over in sign
at the event horizon so that r plays a role more like time inside the event horizon
and vice-versa. In our case the function D(ω, r) while continuous in its real part
at r = γ acquires an imaginary part in a thin frequency-dependent layer at the
horizon. If ω > 0 then this has thickness γ(1 − e−ωλp) and is located just inside
the classical event horizon,
ω > 0 : =D(ω, r) 6= 0, ∀r ∈ γ[e−ωλp , 1]
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due to the negative argument of the logarithm. One would need artificially to use
ln | | to avoid this ‘interregnum’ layer just below the classical event horizon. Below
this layer, we have D(ω, r) negative as classically. Also note that as r increases from
below, the coordinate singularity is still present at the lower boundary r = γe−ωλp
but is one degree lower so that D(ω, r) ∼ log(r − γe−ωλp) near this boundary,
compared to classically.
When ω < 0 the picture is much the same except that the interregnum is reflected
about the classical event horizon r = γ and now lies just above it,
ω < 0 : =D(ω, r) 6= 0, ∀r ∈ γ[1, e−ωλp ].
Thus the boundary r = γe−ωλp of the interregnum where D(ω, r) is logarithmic
now lies just outside the the classical event horizon r = γ. Now D(ω, r) has a
limit as r → γ when approached from below. We see that there appears to be an
asymmetry in the treatment of positive and negative frequency modes.
(d) Singularity at the origin. Finally, we note that D(ω, r) is again regular for small
r with expansion
D(ω, r) = − (cosh(ωλp)− 1)(1 + 2e
ωλp)
3λ2pγ
r +O((
r
γ
)2)
deforming the classical behaviour but not too drastically for small ωλp. However,
for the Planckian velocities that might apply at the singularity at the origin, the
effects appear to be similar to the well-known Planckian bounds at r = ∞. We
recall that in the flat bicrossproduct spacetime model, the exponentially growing
cosh(ωλp) − 1 puts a bound on the spatial part of the wave operator. This does
not imply but perhaps hints that some modes of the curvature might also be made
finite, but this remains to be seen on a computation of more of the noncommutative
geometry.
(e) Numerical solutions. Although an analytic study of the wave equation (5.5) is
beyond our scope here, we can get further first impressions from a numerical study.
As we have seen above, there are three regions of interest and we study them for
given ω > 0 and Schwarzschild radius γ = 1. One can think of the latter and c = 1
as defining the reference scales in the system. For simplicity we limit ourselves to
the sector with l = 0 orbital angular momentum, i.e. without contribution from
eiei in the wave operator. Computations have been done with MATHEMATICA.
(i) In this case the region r > γ outside the event horizon is shown in Figure 1(a),
comparing the classical case at λp = 0 and the noncommutative case with the same
boundary condition (namely, ψ = 1, ψ′ = 0 far from the horizon at r = 10γ). We
used ω = 10 and λp = 1/10 so that Planckian effects are pronounced. We see that
whereas classical waves bunch up at the event horizon corresponding to an infinite
redshift from the horizon to r = ∞, the noncommutative ones are not infinitely
compressed at the event horizon. Although the solution shown appears regular at
the event horizon one cannot be sure from the numerical solutions and a scaling
limit analysis right at the event horizon suggests an unstable mode log-divergent
at r = γ. One the other hand one can go the other way and set the amplitude and
slope at or very close to the horizon as an alternative boundary condition that does
not make sense classically. This supports the qualitative features discussed above
concerning redshift and smoothing of the coordinate singularity.
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Figure 1. Numerical solutions of the noncommutative wave equa-
tion on normal ordered functions with frequency ω > 0 and γ = 1,
and comparison with the classical black hole at same boundary
conditions. (a) Shows the exterior region r > γ with waves ap-
pearing to have a finite frequency at the event horizon r = γ as
a new feature. (b) Shows the interior region r < γe−ωλp and the
new possibility of standing waves with a finite number of ‘cycles’.
The quantum solutions can be continued through from either side
into (c) an interregnum region γe−ωλp ≤ r ≤ γ where they ‘am-
plify’ and typically appear to diverge. The left plot shows solutions
driven from the black hole interior and the right plot from the black
hole exterior. Shown are real and imaginary parts.
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(ii) The interior region r < γe−ωλp is shown in Figure 1(b), again comparing the
classical and noncommutative cases with the same boundary conditions namely
ψ = 0 and ψ′ fixed at r = 0. In fact both classically and in the quantum case
the solutions with such boundary conditions are highly insensitive to ψ′ at r = 0
except in the immediate vicinity of r = 0. We used ω = 10 and λp = .03 so that
we start to see Planckian effects. Whereas classically the wave solutions bunch up
infinitely at the boundary r = γ of the black hole interior, the quantum case again
appears to be regular at the boundary. This boundary in the quantum case is now
located earlier (the interior region is strictly smaller than classically) but at that
interior boundary one can achieve any chosen amplitude and slope, or indeed set
these as boundary conditions at the interior boundary, something which makes no
sense in the classical case. As well as the modes shown, there also appear to be
wave modes with a log divergence at r = 0 in both the classical and quantum cases
more typically obtained by prescribing ψ,ψ′ at some point in the interior.
In particular, we see from Figure 1(b) that as a purely quantum phenomenon we
can now achieve ‘standing waves’ in which we can (if we want) have a certain
number of ‘cycles’, counting the descent from the initial start at r = 0 as, say,
1/2 a cycle. Based on numerical work rather than analysis, we can adjust the
frequency to get any (not necessarily whole) number of ‘cycles’ according mainly
to the value of ων , where ν =
c
γ is the frequency associated to the Schwarzschild
radius (something like the frequency of a wave spanning the black hole). For fixed
ωλp the number of ‘cycles’ appears to increase with
ω
ν and for ωλp = 1 one ‘cycle’
is achieved at ων = 16, while for ωλp = 10
−5 one ‘cycle’ is achieved at ωλp = 0.45.
This is a purely quantum phenomenon in the sense that to achieve a fixed pattern
or number of cycles in the classical limit λp → 0 we would appear to need an infinite
ω and hence an infinitesimal size of black hole. Moreover, for small ωλp the ‘cycles’
become more and more skewed towards the boundary of the interior region.
(iii) In between these two regions is the ‘interregnum’ region γe−ωλp ≤ r ≤ γ. The
numerical solutions show this region to be unstable in the sense that for sufficiently
high ω a prescribed non-zero amplitude or slope at either boundary appears to
diverge or at least become very large when continued into the interregnum. As for
the interior region, the most relevant factor is again ων , with divergence when this
exceeds about 3 in the case of moderately Plankian ωλp such as ω = 2.7, λp = 1/10
shown in Figure 1(c). In each case the boundary conditions are ψ = 1, ψ′ = 0 at
one edge (and real with real derivative). For ωλp = 1 the corresponding critical
values are around 3.5 and 2.5 times ων , respectively, for boundary conditions set
on the horizon side or the black hole interior side. Other boundary conditions also
appear to give solutions. The physical meaning of this interregnum region is unclear
but may show a mechanism whereby an incoming external wave of sufficient ω is
absorbed just below the event horizon rather than, as in the classical picture, being
infinitely compressed just above it. Lower frequencies meanwhile appear to pass
through the interregnum, possibly acquiring an imaginary component, and can be
matched on the other side with wave solutions in the interior.
The case of ω < 0 is qualitatively much the same. This time the external noncom-
mutative waves enter the interregnum before the classical event horizon at which
classical solutions bunch up. Propagation inside the interregnum is as in Figure 1(c)
but with a left-right reflection of the figures. The black hole interior is much the
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same as classically but with the noncommutative waves regular with the possibility
of ‘standing waves’. Here the behaviour near the boundary of the black hole inte-
rior now at r = γ is a left-right reflection of that for external waves approaching
the event horizon in Figure 1(a). Thus the positive and negative frequencies be-
have similarly but a little differently. Clearly, all of these matters require further
investigation.
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